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The deep ocean below 200 m water depth is the least observed, but largest habitat
on our planet by volume and area. Over 150 years of exploration has revealed that
this dynamic system provides critical climate regulation, houses a wealth of energy,
mineral, and biological resources, and represents a vast repository of biological diversity.
A long history of deep-ocean exploration and observation led to the initial concept
for the Deep-Ocean Observing Strategy (DOOS), under the auspices of the Global
Ocean Observing System (GOOS). Here we discuss the scientific need for globally
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integrated deep-ocean observing, its status, and the key scientific questions and
societal mandates driving observing requirements over the next decade. We consider
the Essential Ocean Variables (EOVs) needed to address deep-ocean challenges within
the physical, biogeochemical, and biological/ecosystem sciences according to the
Framework for Ocean Observing (FOO), and map these onto scientific questions.
Opportunities for new and expanded synergies among deep-ocean stakeholders are
discussed, including academic-industry partnerships with the oil and gas, mining, cable
and fishing industries, the ocean exploration and mapping community, and biodiversity
conservation initiatives. Future deep-ocean observing will benefit from the greater
integration across traditional disciplines and sectors, achieved through demonstration
projects and facilitated reuse and repurposing of existing deep-sea data efforts. We
highlight examples of existing and emerging deep-sea methods and technologies,
noting key challenges associated with data volume, preservation, standardization,
and accessibility. Emerging technologies relevant to deep-ocean sustainability and the
blue economy include novel genomics approaches, imaging technologies, and ultra-
deep hydrographic measurements. Capacity building will be necessary to integrate
capabilities into programs and projects at a global scale. Progress can be facilitated
by Open Science and Findable, Accessible, Interoperable, Reusable (FAIR) data
principles and converge on agreed to data standards, practices, vocabularies, and
registries. We envision expansion of the deep-ocean observing community to embrace
the participation of academia, industry, NGOs, national governments, international
governmental organizations, and the public at large in order to unlock critical knowledge
contained in the deep ocean over coming decades, and to realize the mutual benefits
of thoughtful deep-ocean observing for all elements of a sustainable ocean.
Keywords: deep sea, ocean observation, blue economy, essential ocean variables, biodiversity, ocean sensors
THE MANDATE AND BASIS FOR
SUSTAINED DEEP-OCEAN OBSERVING
Scientific Need for Globally Integrated
Deep-Ocean Observing
Climate change, pollution, man-made structures and extraction
of living and non-living resources will impact the deepest reaches
of the global ocean (Mengerink et al., 2014). Despite these
increasing threats, our understanding of the affected ecosystems
and the nature of these impacts remains very limited. The vast
majority of our oceans remain unseen and unquantified (Copley,
2014) in the face of current and emerging industrial activities and
in spite of technologies that have expanded our capability to carry
out globally integrated deep-sea observation.
Here we consider the deep sea to encompass waters below
200 m. Physical oceanographers in the past defined the deep
ocean as approximately 1,000 m based on an assumption of
levels of no motion, but now we know these waters are dynamic.
There was early recognition of 200 m as a useful approximate
planetary-scale boundary between neritic and oceanic conditions
and between the epipelagic and deep-ocean realms (Hedgpeth,
1957). Below 200 m, changes in light, food supply, and
the physical environment lead to altered animal taxonomic
composition, morphologies, and lifestyles that are collectively
understood to represent the deep sea both within the water
column (Herring, 2002) and at the seafloor (Gage and Tyler,
1991; Tyler), 2003; Ramirez-Llodra et al., 2011; Levin and
Sibuet, 2012; European Marine Board, 2013; Danovaro et al.,
2014, 2017). Additionally, strong changes in biological and
biogeochemical processes from 200 to 1000 m have a large
influence on greater depths.
The deep sea is a highly connected environment, with links
to the atmosphere and upper ocean as well as across depths and
ocean basins. Contaminants, pollutants, and human exploitation
readily cross oceans and political boundaries, as do the species,
ecosystems, and biogeochemical processes that they impact. At
the same time, many small-scale deep ocean phenomena, such
as chemosynthesis-based hydrothermal vent, methane seep and
organic (whale and wood) fall communities (e.g., Nishi and
Rouse, 2014) contribute greatly to the Earth’s biodiversity.
The great expanse of the deep ocean has to this point
resulted in an extremely poor spatial and temporal resolution
of observation. If future changes, threats, and impacts are to be
appropriately monitored to enable mechanistic understanding
and move toward sustainable management, that situation must
change. A globally integrated deep-ocean observing system will
require substantial international cooperation, collaboration and
agreement, the support of many agencies and industries, and the
adoption of 21st century remote and autonomous technologies.
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Status of Deep-Ocean Observing
Recognition of observation as key to the health of the oceans and
sustainability of human activities on the planet has accelerated
observing efforts since 2000, particularly in the upper ocean
(Visbeck, 2018). However, the deep ocean remains under sampled
and under observed at great depths and in many regions. For
example, only 2% of observations in the Ocean Biogeographic
Information System (OBIS) are from water depths greater
than 500 m (Vanden Berghe, personal communication), despite
recognition of high biodiversity in the deep ocean over the
past half century (Rex and Etter, 2010). Multiple sustained
observing programs and observatories in the coastal ocean
(Corredor, 2018), global ocean (e.g., ARGO, OceanSITES, GO-
SHIP, OOI, ONC, EMSO), and on basin and regional scales
(e.g., TPOS 2020, AtlantOS, SOOS, FRAM), carry out deep-ocean
observations at near continuous to 10-year intervals. But the
ocean is vast, and, even with these observations, measurements
are sparse. This is particularly true in the southern hemisphere,
at depths below 2000 m (the maximum depth of most Argo
floats), and for biological variables. For example, the Volunteer
Observing Ship (VOS) program that deploys XBTs (expendable
bathythermographs) along commercial ship tracks, providing
valuable repeat sections, uses T7 XBTs which go only to 760 m
and only measure temperature. In response, the Deep Ocean
Observing Strategy (DOOS) represents a growing effort by the
scientific community, under the auspices of the Global Ocean
Observing System (GOOS), to coordinate and expand deep
observing efforts, particularly with respect to essential ocean
variables (EOVs) (Box 1).
As part of the DOOS effort, a 2016 census of sustained
observations in the deep sea was conducted (Figure 1); it
received 72 responses from 52 organizations, representing 75
countries, for programs funded by 55 agencies. Most program-
wide sampling occurred across large depth ranges (200–6000 m)
and spatial scales. The most common mature EOVs sampled
were temperature, salinity, dissolved oxygen, carbonate system
components, and primary productivity. Research vessels, bottle
samplers, and moorings were the most common platforms; the
most common instruments were Conductivity, Temperature and
Depths (CTDs), oxygen sensors, and acoustic Doppler profiler.
These traditional observing tools are now being supplemented by
a new generation of observing platforms and sensors, designed
for longer duration, greater range, and the assessment of a
broader suite of physical, chemical, and biological parameters.
These new tools record sound and light, sequence genes, detect
chemical constituents, collect high- resolution acoustic and
optical imagery at any scale from marine snow particles to vast
areas of seafloor habitats, provide animal-eye views, and bring
exploration of the deep sea to the public.
Quantitative Understanding of Natural Variability in
the Deep Ocean and Causes of Long-Term Changes
Climate change and related phenomena
As the major anthropogenic carbon and heat sink, the ocean
plays a critical role in mitigating climate change and determining
how these changes impact society. With more than 90% of the
anthropogenic heat imbalance absorbed by the ocean (Levitus
et al., 2012), accurately monitoring its full depth provides a
fundamental constraint on quantifying the warming of the
planet (Johnson et al., 2016). Climate change has direct and
indirect impacts on ocean biodiversity (Booth et al., 2018b) and
processes, including surface ocean effects such as acidification
impacts on plankton and oxygen production (Booth et al.,
2018a). Deep-ocean biodiversity loss and climate-induced regime
shifts are already occurring in some areas and are anticipated
elsewhere (Levin and Le Bris, 2015). Polar regions are particularly
vulnerable to warming which will affect stratification and ice
cover, water chemistry, food supply, sedimentation, physical
disturbance, metabolic processes and ultimately the biological
composition of communities in the deep ocean (Sweetman et al.,
2017). Large parts of the deeper portions of the Arctic have
almost never been measured, and thus we lack even a baseline
of deep Arctic Ocean properties (Nguyen et al., 2017). Expanded
ocean measurements are also needed in the Southern Ocean
to quantify heat budgets and understand interaction with shelf
waters and their effects on regional climate, ice dynamics and
ecology (Schofield et al., 2010). The need to anticipate extreme
climate events and disruptive climate anomalies, such as El
Niño, that affect ocean ecosystems and livelihoods requires
BOX 1 | Deep-ocean observing strategy (DOOS) history and status.
The deep-sea community began discussions about coordinating deep-ocean
observing and the development of essential ocean variables (EOVs) in 2011
that led to the formation of the Deep-Ocean Observing Strategy (DOOS), a
project within the Global Ocean Observing System (GOOS). By advocating for
observing EOVs, DOOS strives to improve understanding of the state of the
deep ocean with respect to baseline conditions and response to climate
variability and human disturbance.
• 2011: From Space to the Deep Seafloor Workshop Conducted
• 2014: DOOS adopted as a GOOS Project (GOOS SC-3)
• 2013-2016: DOOS Consultative Draft Distributed and Posted for Review
◦ Precursor to Implementation Guide: Levin, Boetius, Fischer, Johnson,
Sloyan, Sibuet, Tanhua, Wanninkhof, (+ Ruhl, Heimbach, Song)
◦ www.deepoceanobserving.org/reports/consultative-report/
• 2016: Deep-Ocean Observing Inventory Launched (70+ Responses)
◦ www.deepoceanobserving.org/observations/deep-ocean-observations/




◦ Terms of Reference:
www.deepoceanobserving.org/about/doos-terms-of-reference/
◦ Key Science Questions:
www.deepoceanobserving.org/observations/key-science-questions/
• 2017: First DOOS Steering Committee Meeting Convened
◦ Project Structure: www.deepoceanobserving.org/about/
• 2017: Project Plan and Engagement Plan Completed
• 2018: Community Communications Conducted
◦ OSM Town Hall: www.deepoceanobserving.org/2018/01/18/ocean-
sciences-meeting-2018-doos-town-hall/
◦ Ocean Obs ’19 Community White Paper submitted to Frontiers in
Marine Sciences
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FIGURE 1 | Inventory of sustained deep-ocean observing (Interactive map available online, http://www.deepoceanobserving.org/observations/deep-ocean-
observations/).
increased research into the deep ocean and its connection
to the surface and atmosphere. Our ability to project future
change and develop adaptive strategies to better enable society
to cope with climate change would be greatly enhanced by
new, well-coordinated physical, biogeochemical, and biological
observations in deep waters.
The deep sea as an analog for the origin of life and its
extraterrestrial potential
Extreme conditions found in deep-sea waters, at the seafloor,
and in the deep biosphere offer insight into the processes
enabling the origin of life and the potential for life on other
planets and their moons. There are combinations of temperature,
pressure, Eh, and pH found in the deep ocean that are
conducive to abiotic processes that may generate primordial
life (Cavanaugh et al., 2006; Schulte et al., 2006). Deep-sea
settings with carbonate minerals, methane, and carbon dioxide
may resemble those on Mars. Anoxic, hypersaline basins of
the Mediterranean Sea support diverse microbial processes
(sulfate reduction, methanogenesis, and heterotrophic activity)
(van der Wielen et al., 2005) and even metazoan life forms
(Danovaro et al., 2010), suggesting potential for such conditions
to support extraterrestrial life, for example in water stored as
brine lenses on Mars (Gilichinsky, 2002). Hydrothermal vents
offer confirmation that life can thrive in the dark depths of the
ocean, utilizing chemosynthesis as the base of the food chain;
analogous geologically active seafloors may occur in the oceans
of the moons of Jupiter (Europa) and Saturn (Enceladus), based
on ejected plumes with mixtures of compounds characteristic of
hydrothermal venting (Deamer and Damer, 2017). Increasingly,
exploration and observation of the extreme deep sea offers
unending novelty that reveals new possible modes of life on Earth
and potentially other planets.
Natural resource use
The monetary value derived from the oceans, including energy,
minerals, and fisheries, is estimated at USD 24 trillion (Hoegh-
Guldberg, 2015). Significant assets lie in the deep ocean where
the current state of knowledge is unlikely to be sufficient to
guarantee safe and sustainable exploitation (Ramirez-Llodra
et al., 2011). Threat prevention and mitigation require thorough
understanding of the current state of the deep ocean and its
natural variability (baseline data), as well as records of changing
environmental quality to enable sustainable economic growth,
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food security and ecosystem-based management. Known natural
temporal variability in deep-ocean biological assemblages (e.g.,
Smith et al., 2009) suggests that there is a “moving baseline”
that cannot be captured by one-off observations, such that
routine observations over time will be essential to appropriate
environmental monitoring.
Pollution, contamination and litter
The deep ocean is the ultimate sink for materials on land; through
the action of weathering and gravity, great mountain ranges
are leveled and become a thin layer of sediment on the deep-
sea floor. Consequently, it is no surprise that human debris,
environmental contaminants, and pollutants are widespread
throughout the global deep ocean. Clinker, burnt coal from the
age of steam, litters most of the deep-ocean floor; today, plastic
debris appears equally pervasive (Ramirez-Llodra et al., 2013).
As in coastal and shelf seas, the greatest concern is likely to be
persistent compounds that bioaccumulate and biomagnify (e.g.,
organohalogens and organometals; Kress et al., 1998; Roberts,
2002; Ramirez-Llodra et al., 2011). Such contaminants can be
found in animals inhabiting the deepest trenches (Jamieson et al.,
2017). These pollutants and contaminants are rarely measured.
That lack of attention may stem from an erroneous perception
that such compounds are not present and technical difficulties
in achieving such measurements. Somewhat perversely, the
contamination of the global ocean by these compounds has
proved useful in oceanographic science, for example in the use
of organohalogens (chlorofluorocarbons and sulfur hexafluoride)
as tracers of water masses and their movement (Fine, 2011).
These forms of widespread contamination of the environment
and fauna of the deep ocean are little reported, in marked contrast
to major point-source contaminations of the ocean such as the
2010 Macondo oil spill in the Gulf of Mexico. The full acute
and chronic impacts of the Macondo accident remain a largely
unanswered question. Although there is evidence of toxicity from
constituents of the oil to deep-water corals (White et al., 2012)
and soft-bottom benthic communities (Montagna et al., 2013), a
lack of pre-spill data has limited the full assessment of impact.
Accumulations of marine debris, particularly plastic material,
occur commonly in the deep sea, along with microplastics
in a wide range of ecosystem compartments (e.g., Bergmann
et al., 2017). Large objects such as shipping containers and
fishing gear (derelict nets and trawls) can alter habitats
by providing hard substrate, toxicological impacts associated
with coatings or contents (Taylor et al., 2014), or entangling
organisms (Humborstad et al., 2003). Plastics resist degradation
and can potentially last for centuries. Documentation of
macroscopic plastic debris throughout the deep sea (Ramirez-
Llodra et al., 2013; Schlining et al., 2013; Chiba et al.,
2018), includes observations from the Mariana Trench (Chiba
et al., 2018) and the Arctic Ocean (Bergmann et al., 2017).
Ingestion of macroscopic plastics by fishes is documented (e.g.,
Anastasopoulou et al., 2013); however, the potential impacts
of microplastics (particles less than 5 mm in diameter) raises
issues that are still not well understood. Microplastics have been
found to be abundant in sediment samples collected from a wide
range of geographic locations at depths ranging from 300 to
BOX 2 | Key scientific questions.
1. What is the role of the deep ocean in the Earth’s energy imbalance and
land/sea water redistribution?
2. How are natural and anthropogenic variations in climate connected to
the global overturning circulation and its variability?
3. How does deep pelagic ecology respond to natural variation and multiple
climate change stressors?
4. How might natural and anthropogenic variations in climate influence the
function of the solubility and biological carbon pumps, continental slope,
nepheloid layer transport and the sequestering of carbon in the deep
ocean, and the supply of organic carbon (food supplies) to deep-sea
communities?
5. What drives observed variation in seafloor fluxes of heat, nutrients,
tracers, oxygen and carbon?
6. How might natural and anthropogenic variations in climate and resource
industry activities influence the functional importance of animals and
microbes in the deep sea and the seafloor?
7. What are the sources, pathways, fates and consequences of
deep-ocean contaminants (including plastics) introduced by humans
from land and ocean activities?
3500 m (Van Cauwenberghe et al., 2013; Woodall et al., 2018).
Additionally microplastics have been found to enter deep-sea
food webs, with ingestion of microplastic fibers documented
in cnidarians, echinoderms, and arthropods collected from 334
to 1783 m in the equatorial mid-Atlantic and SW Indian
Oceans (Taylor et al., 2016). Benthic invertebrates ingested
microplastics at depths deeper than 2200 m in the North
Atlantic (Courtene-Jones et al., 2017). Physical, biogeochemical,
and biological observations can improve understanding of the
sources, pathways, fates and consequences of plastic and debris
in the ocean and inform mitigation practices.
Key Scientific Questions Driving Observing
Requirements
Even our limited knowledge raises fundamental questions
requiring answers for prediction and management of deep-ocean
connected systems and processes. Below we introduce a subset
of these questions that underpin observational requirements for
the deep ocean (Box 2), largely derived from the DOOS Science
Implementation Guide.
Societal Mandates
Quantifying Change Through Science-Based
Management and Planning
Effective environmental management requires environmental
monitoring (National Research Council, 1990). Environmental
management targets different scales, from spatial planning and
ecosystem-based management (Crowder and Norse, 2008) to
management of individual offshore industrial projects (Ellis
et al., 2017). Minimizing environmental degradation drives such
management, and industry must strive to meet this goal to obtain
its license to operate. Development in the marine environment in
most jurisdictions requires an environmental impact assessment
(EIA) process to anticipate, assess, and reduce environmental
and social risks of a project prior to granting regulatory approval
(Durden et al., 2018). The EIA process requires the proponent
to describe the environment, estimate impacts of the project,
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and provide an environmental management plan (EMP), all of
which demand environmental observations and establishment of
a baseline of the physical, chemical and biological environment
in and around the development (Ellis et al., 2017), and thus
a wide range of ocean data. Most marine developments lack
sufficient information for assessment at the project planning
phase and thus require new data. The environmental baseline
provides a reference point to assess impacts of the project
relative to unimpacted “control” sites nearby (Underwood,
1992). Any project moving forward must monitor to evaluate
potential impacts and their consequences to ensure appropriate
management actions where significant impacts occur. Effective
management typically requires good quality, quantitative
environmental information. All aspects of the environmental
management of deep-water industrial projects and policy
bring significant uncertainty during development, punctuating
the need for observational data to establish environmental
conditions and responses to disturbance. Ocean observations
can provide the necessary information for effective management
of the marine environment, including measuring environmental
baseline conditions, establishing change caused by both natural
and anthropogenic activities, and in assessing recovery after
disturbance. Deep-ocean observations provide the basis for
prediction and modeling, where data enable model development,
parameterization and testing. Deep-ocean observing also
provides important information for engineering, particularly
physical environmental conditions (e.g., current speeds,
temperatures) and infrastructure risk (e.g., from submarine
landslides, subsidence).
Socio-Ecological and Environmental Policy Making
The interactions and cumulative impacts of different human
uses of the deep ocean require mechanistic understanding and
comprehensive monitoring to inform integrative and adaptive
management measures that ensure the long-term sustainability
of critical ocean ecosystems and sustainable development.
Numerous international policy-making bodies, initiatives and
agreements either require or would benefit from deep-ocean
observations and input from deep-sea scientists (see Table 1).
Strong deep-ocean representation for defining critical issues, data
generation, the detection of cumulative impacts, and technology
transfer going forward will benefit all of these entities.
Cultural Services
The non-material human benefits obtained from the deep ocean
are referred to as “cultural services.” These include aesthetic
inspiration, cultural identity, sense of home, and spiritual
experience related to the natural environment. Education and
science are sometimes included. The remote and, to humans,
extremely hostile environment of the deep ocean render the
prospects of tourism and recreation a rather distant prospect.
Some small-scale, subsistence fishing does take place in deep-
water and open-ocean environments and would be characterized
as “fishers’ way of life”/cultural identity. In the terminology
of The Economics of Ecosystems and Biodiversity (TEEB)
“Aesthetic appreciation and inspiration for culture, art and
design” and “Spiritual experience and sense of place” are likely
to be the primary cultural services provided by the deep ocean;
in some cases these are largely provided by the media (e.g.,
BBC Blue Planet I and II). These concepts can be generally
considered analogous with the “Common Heritage of Mankind,”
as incorporated in the United Nations (UN) Convention on
the Law of the Sea, and considered by the International
Seabed Authority in the context of proposed deep-ocean mining
regulations (Bourrel et al., 2016).
GENERATING DEEP-OCEAN DATA
Essential Deep-Ocean Variables
The FOO (Lindstrom et al., 2012; Muller-Karger et al., 2014, 2018;
Miloslavich et al., 2018) was developed following OceanObs’09 in
Venice. It forms the basis for the identification and specification
of EOVs within GOOS, and more recently DOOS. “Fit for
purpose” essential variables are selected based on their ability to
address pressing scientific questions and societal challenges, and
on their feasibility. Proven, scientifically understood methods of
sufficient readiness have to be available to allow for operational
observations on a global scale. A multidisciplinary writing team
of experts in the field of ocean climate, physics, carbon cycling,
biogeochemistry, and biology, biodiversity and ecosystems
initially selected EOVs required for the assessment of deep-ocean
conditions for the DOOS. Following community review1, these
were considered further at a scoping workshop in late 2016.
Variables were assessed regarding how well they would serve the
challenges posed by deep-ocean science and society (see Section
“Scientific Need for Globally Integrated Deep-Ocean Observing”
and Box 2) and the extent to which GOOS EOVs already covered
them. The group also considered specific deep-sea phenomena
that required unusual spatiotemporal coverage and resolution,
as well as suitable platforms and sensors, and confirmed the
need for a deep-ocean component as part of the EOV process
that supports GOOS.
The EOV processes of the FOO are based on lessons
learned from the global climate observing community, which
had great success organizing its efforts around essential
climate variables (ECVs). ECVs are physical, chemical or
biological variables or a group of linked variables that critically
contribute to the characterization of Earth’s climate. The
Global Climate Observing System (GCOS) currently specifies
54 ECVs (Bellward et al., 2016) required to support the
work of the UN Framework Convention on Climate Change
(UNFCCC) and the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
(IPCC). Applying the concept of EOVs to ocean observations
has considerable conceptual overlap among ECVs introduced
by GCOS, the Essential Variables defined for meteorological
services by the World Meteorological Organization (WMO)
Resolution 40 (Cg-XII), and the Essential Biodiversity Variables
(EVBs) as defined by the global biodiversity observing system
The Group On Earth Observations Biodiversity Observation
Network (GEO BON).
1http://www.deepoceanobserving.org/reports/consultative-report/
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TABLE 1 | International policy-making bodies, initiatives and agreements that either require or would benefit from deep-ocean observations.
Theme Body or Convention Goals Links to the Deep Ocean
Climate United Nations Framework
Convention on Climate Change
(UNFCCC)
An intergovernmental treaty developed to address the
problem of climate change
Climate change cannot be understood without an
improved understanding of ocean processes and
sinks
Paris Agreement An agreement to reduce carbon emissions and limit
warming
Requires a broader understanding of deep-ocean
processes
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change (IPCC)
Scientific body to provide information to policy makers;
summarizes ocean changes and consequences;
Prepares assessment reports and special reports
The deep ocean vulnerabilities and roles in climate
mitigation are increasingly recognized, including in
the Special Report on Ocean and Cryosphere
Sustainable Development Goal 13 Take urgent action to combat climate change and its
impacts
The deep ocean requires a higher profile in SDG 13
Biodiversity SDG 14 (Life Below Water) Calls for, among other things, an increase in scientific
knowledge, covers pollution, sustainable fisheries,
ocean acidification
DOOS has teamed up with DOSI and INDEEP
(scientific networks) to build global scientific
capacity to address SDG 14 targets as they relate
to the deep ocean
The UN Decade of Ocean Science
for Sustainable Development
2021–2030
Addresses the ocean science needed to implement
SDG 14
The deep ocean has a major role to play in each of
the Decade R and D priority areas
UN Intergovernmental Conference
to negotiate the new Biodiversity
Beyond National Jurisdiction
(BBNJ) instrument
Negotiations to develop a new treaty for biodiversity
beyond national boundaries. Elements include
Area-based management tools including MPAs,
Environmental Impact Assessment, Marine Genetic
Resources, and Capacity building and technology
transfer
Deep-ocean observing can contribute to each of
the key elements, informing on connectivity, habitat
suitability and more
Convention on Biological Diversity Calls for in situ conservation of marine and coastal
biodiversity as well as more general sustainable use.
Has spearheaded the description of Ecologically and
Biologically Significant Areas (EBSAs) in marine and
coastal waters
A specific program of work focused on impacts of
ocean acidification and other stressors in cold
water ecosystems. Deep-ocean observing can




International Seabed Authority (ISA) Oversees seabed mining activities and protection of the
marine environment from mining impacts
Will need to assess, predict and control mining
impacts entailing an understanding of the impacts
of climate change on the deep ocean
Fishing Food and Agriculture Organization,
Regional Fisheries Management
Organizations (RFMOs)
RFMOs designate Vulnerable Marine Ecosystems
(VMEs) and fishing grounds for demersal fisheries
New fisheries require environmental impact
assessments, and will need to consider broader
impacts of climate change
UN Agreement on Highly Migratory
and Straddling Fish Stocks
Aim to sustain shared fisheries, while protecting
biodiversity in the marine environment
Will need to understand how deep-ocean changes
affect health and resilience of fish stocks,
biodiversity and associated marine ecosystems
Convention on Migratory Species Coordinating initiatives to safeguard highly migratory
species
Will need to understand how deep-ocean changes




Regional platforms to coordinate policies and activities
related to conservation and sustainable development
Considerable deep ocean lies within regional seas
jurisdiction
UN Environment Program Coordinates many ocean and coastal programs,
initiatives and agreements, including on land-based
sources of marine pollution, regional cooperation and
marine debris
The deep ocean is recipient of much land-based






Adopts global regulations to manage merchant
shipping, dumping from sea and geoengineering in the
ocean
Activities and environment are both increasingly
vulnerable to climate change
Ocean
Assessment
UN Regular Process for Global
Reporting and Assessment of the
State of the Marine Environment
Created the Global Integrated Marine Assessment
(World Ocean Assessment-1) that demonstrated the
need for sustained ocean observations to monitor and
understand ocean change. A second integrated ocean
assessment process is now underway (WOA-2) with
emphasis on recent change in knowledge and human
activities relative to ocean sustainability
Ocean sustainability and health will be
fundamentally affected by deep-ocean changes
from rising CO2 emissions and direct human
impacts
Noting that EOV selection is an ongoing, iterative process, we
discuss key variables below. The FOO requires that EOVs can be
observed or derived on a global scale, and are technically feasible
using accessible, well-accepted methods. Levels of readiness in
developing EOVs differ across the three disciplines, pointing
to a need to bring relevant deep-ocean requirements, variables,
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technologies, and data products with a low readiness level from
“concept” to “maturity.” In particular, many biodiversity and
ecosystem EOVs developed for shallow-water environments are
not relevant for deep water and the status, maturity level,
and ubiquity of EOVs for all disciplines often differ between
shallow and deep water.
Physics
Deep-ocean physical science gaps include: deep-ocean
circulation, ventilation rates and their variability, meridional
overturning circulation, deep-ocean warming and freshening,
impact on patterns of sea level rise, abyssal mixing, ocean bottom
boundary layers and their representation in ocean climate
models, and geothermal heating. To close these knowledge
gaps, we must quantify flow velocity, density (T, S, r), and
pressure variations in space and time as well as turbulent stresses,
bottom boundary conditions, and seafloor geometry. Four
existing EOVs capture the subsurface state. Sea surface height,
an integrating (whole water column) measurement, connects
intimately with ocean bottom pressure (OBP) as well as deep
temperature and salinity (density) measurements. EOVs already
include subsurface temperature, salinity, and currents. Proposed
new EOVs include OBP, ocean turbulence, and ocean bottom
boundary fluxes (Table 2).
Ocean bottom pressure
Ocean bottom pressure observations are necessary to understand
causes of sea level rise specifically related to changes in mass
due to circulation changes (locally) and land ice drainage
(integrated globally). Distributed OBP sensors can define how
water column mass varies geographically, helping to validate
climate change model predictions and support satellite remote-
sensing missions, e.g., the Gravity Recovery and Climate
Experiment (GRACE) and its follow-on (GRACE-FO) mission.
Unlike remote sensing approaches, distributed OBP sensors
can provide high temporal resolution, as well as a better
horizontal resolution.
Bottom pressure measurements, particularly on the global
continental slope, can monitor ocean circulation important
for global-scale ocean variability and climate. GOOS should
prioritize such measurements (Hughes et al., 2018). At high
frequencies, OBP is sensitive to barotropic tides, internal waves
and tides, infragravity waves, storm surges and tsunamis.
De-aliasing many other measurements, especially those from
satellites, requires accurate determination of tidal constants
(and secular changes). OBP observations contribute directly to
tsunami early warning, a critical task for GOOS.
Self-calibration of modern OBP sensors increases the value
of observations by eliminating long-term drift that severely
hampered their use for studying interannual and longer time
scale variability (Sasagawa and Zumberge, 2013; Kajikawa and
Kobata, 2014). The Ocean Observations Panel for Climate
(OOPC) has approved OBP as an emerging EOV.
Ocean turbulence
Oceanic tracers exist in an advective-diffusive balance.
Diffusion is ultimately achieved through micro-scale
mixing, which plays a central role in the formation and
modification of water masses, the distribution and flow of
heat, and relates to biological populations and processes,
e.g., by providing nutrients and oxygen. Mixing processes
play a central role at many stages of the Earth’s carbon
cycle. de Lavergne et al. (2016a) argue “that the largely
unchartered bottom boundary waters are as central to
ocean functioning as their surface counterparts.” The
lack of understanding of deep-ocean processes, especially
mixing and dissipation, may be the main challenge
to further progress, becoming a bottleneck to a truly
adequate understanding of ocean circulation and climate
on the time scales commensurate with human society
(Naveira Garabato, 2012).
TABLE 2 | Global Ocean Observing System (GOOS) Essential Ocean Variables (EOVs) and new EOVs proposed by the Deep Ocean Observing Strategy (DOOS).
Physics Biogeochemistry Biology and Ecosystems
GOOS EOVs Sea state Oxygen Phytoplankton biomass and diversity
Ocean surface stress Nutrients Zooplankton biomass and diversity
Sea ice Inorganic carbon Fish abundance and distribution
Sea surface height Transient tracers Marine turtle, bird, mammal abundance and
distribution
Sea surface temperature Particulate matter Hard coral cover and composition
Subsurface temperature Nitrous oxide Seagrass cover
Surface currents Stable carbon isotopes Macroalgal canopy cover
Subsurface currents Dissolved organic carbon Mangrove cover
Sea surface salinity Ocean color Ocean sound
Subsurface salinity Microbe biomass and diversity (emerging)
Ocean surface heat flux Benthic invertebrate abundance and distribution
(emerging)
EOVs under consideration Ocean Bottom Pressure Seafloor labile organic matter Body size
by DOOS Seafloor Fluxes Seafloor respiration Seafloor sponge habitat cover
Ocean Turbulence Seafloor fluid and gas effluxes (focus on methane) Connectivity of species
Litter including microplastics
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Several studies demonstrate the relevance of mixing for
large-scale oceanic processes (Wunsch and Ferrari, 2004).
Incorporation of a very simple bottom-enhanced mixing eddy
diffusivity into existing climate models results in a major
change in predicted deep ocean structure (MacKinnon et al.,
2017). Existing parameterizations that relate fine-scale variability
(5–100 m) to mixing are known to be in error at intense
topographic mixing sites (Klymak et al., 2008). The challenge
is to develop parameterizations that remain accurate through
major departures from our present climate. It is clear that
deep mixing will vary as stratification and bottom currents
change (Melet et al., 2016). Observations required to quantify
these effects are needed. While numerous techniques exist to
map the flow of the ocean, the ability to directly measure
ocean mixing has been gained only recently. The ability to
routinely collect the microscale observations necessary to infer
ocean mixing is emerging rapidly. Future global ocean observing
programs must recognize rapidly developing methods and the
cost effectiveness of incorporating microscale sensing systems
into existing observational assets (Figure 2). Understanding the
co-variability of chemical, biological, and physical parameters
across a wide range of space and time scales will provide great
scientific and societal benefit.
Bottom fluxes
Despite small hydrothermal flux of water (0.005 Sv estimated)
relative to all other boundary fluxes, geothermal heat flux
(GHF) from the Earth’s interior to the oceans globally averages
∼100 mW/m2, although with large variation (Davies, 2013).
The average level is significant compared to the global net
radiative imbalance of ∼500 mW/m2 (Stephens et al., 2012),
corresponding to a mean temperature change of 0.01◦C in
a decade (Wunsch, 2016). As we accumulate data records
FIGURE 2 | A Chi-Pod package configured for moored deployment (Courtesy
Jim Moum, OSU).
longer than decades, accounting for bottom geothermal flux,
including spatial and temporal variability, will be necessary. Heat
fluxes can destabilize the density profile at depth, facilitating
mixing, and are comparable to internal wave and lee wave
dissipation in terms of energy dissipation and the mixing of
deep waters. Ocean bottom GHF is about 28 TW; assuming
even a few percent efficiency in conversion to mechanical
energy, puts GHF on the same level as tides (∼1–2 TW; de
Lavergne et al., 2016b). Few of today’s ocean circulation or
climate models account for these geothermal fluxes (e.g., less
than half in the intercomparison study by Griffies et al., 2014),
but modeling groups are beginning to assess more rigorously
the impact of geothermal fluxes on large-scale ocean circulation
(e.g., Mashayek et al., 2013; Piecuch et al., 2015). The DOOS
EOV Task Team is considering a long-term plan for observing
heat and mass flux.
Comprehensive and sustained observation of deep- and
bottom-water formation processes in key regions of water
mass transformation (e.g., in polar regions) is an ongoing
challenge in both hemispheres, with remaining surprises that
challenge conventional depictions of the global overturning
circulation, both in terms of their source regions (e.g., Lozier
et al., 2019) as well as their abyssal component (de Lavergne
et al., 2017). Equally challenging remains their adequate
representation in ocean climate models (e.g., Lohmann et al.,
2014; Snow et al., 2015, 2016).
Biogeochemistry
The deep ocean plays a critical role in global biogeochemical
cycles and hosts key marine ecosystem functions and services,
e.g., in terms of carbon sequestration or nutrient regeneration
for sustained oceanic productivity (e.g., Thurber et al., 2014). It
contains over 90% of the labile carbon and inorganic nutrients
residing in the Earth system and increasing atmospheric
carbon dioxide levels and other global climate change-related
and anthropogenic impacts affect deep-water ecosystems (e.g.,
Ramirez-Llodra et al., 2011; Levin and Le Bris, 2015). Changes
in surface water productivity, deep-water respiration and
remineralization, and circulation and mixing of the deep ocean
all affect carbon cycling, as well as oxygen and nutrient levels
(e.g., Talley et al., 2016). Most key biogeochemistry-centered
questions (Box 2) relate to the deep ocean’s ability to store carbon
dioxide drawn from the atmosphere to mitigate anthropogenic
carbon emissions, either by direct uptake via the ocean surface
and physical transport to the ocean interior (i.e., solubility
pump) or by uptake through biomass export to depth for long-
term residence in the deep ocean or ultimate sequestration
in deep-ocean sediments (i.e., biological pump). The uptake
of inorganic carbon or its release upon remineralization of
organic matter leads to changes in ocean chemistry, i.e., pH
and carbonate ion concentration, which in turn may affect
biogeochemical processes in deep waters (e.g., Sarmiento et al.,
1998; Feely et al., 2009). Hence, there is a strong need to
extend routine observations to the deep-water column and to
the deep seafloor to assess the biological pump as a key process
with a particularly strong deep-ocean component (e.g., Muller-
Karger et al., 2005; Honjo et al., 2014). Important biogeochemical
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FIGURE 3 | Multidisciplinary observations throughout the water column are necessary to fully address the biological pump. Information that can be derived from
EOVs: Physics: stratification affects particle sinking; understanding the origin of the particles and the residence time of the DIC from particle remineralization in the
deep ocean requires measurement of advection and mixing. Biogeochemistry: export/mixing down of particulate and dissolved organic matter from the surface layer
determines labile organic matter arriving at the seafloor, which is either respired by seafloor biota or stored for longer times in the sediment. Biology and ecosystems:
zooplankton and microorganisms break down and remineralize sinking particles in the water column. Exported organic matter feeds all water column and benthic
biota (zooplankton, benthic invertebrates, microbes) sustaining their biomass, density, and biodiversity. Background Image: U.S. DOE. 2008. Carbon Cycling and
Biosequestration: Report from the March 2008 Workshop, DOE/SC-108, U.S. Department of Energy Office of Science, https://genomicscience.energy.gov/
carboncycle/report/.
variables to quantify the efficiency of biological pump transfer
of carbon dioxide from the atmosphere to the deep ocean
include remineralization rates and solute fluxes at the sediment-
water interface, as well as redox conditions in sediments and
deep waters. A review of deep-ocean biogeochemical EOVs
emphasizes development and review of sensors for deep-ocean
particle fluxes, seafloor labile organic matter, and seafloor
respiration rates, in the context of assessing the biological
pump (Figure 3).
Sensors to observe multiple variables have matured, but not
always at the precision required to assess potentially small and
slow natural variability and trends in the deep ocean. The recent
list of EOVs specified by the GOOS biogeochemical expert panel
encompass most of the biogeochemical EOVs suggested in the
DOOS consultative report: inorganic carbon and its isotopic
composition, nutrients, oxygen, particulate and dissolved organic
matter (Table 2).
Characterizing spatial, seasonal, and inter-annual variability in
bathypelagic flux characteristics requires sustained observations
both with traditional moored particle traps as well as novel
instrumentation for high resolution observations (e.g., particle
cameras, optical sensors) deployed with novel platforms (e.g.,
neutrally buoyant, drifting particle traps). Constraining the
supply and ultimate fate of organic matter at the bottom of the
ocean requires time series of detritus deposition and respiration
rates at the seafloor using moored or mobile platforms (e.g.,
Smith et al., 2017). The turnover time of DOM at varying
depths and temperatures will affect carbon sequestration and
calls for in situ measurements of DOM concentrations and
turnover along with concurrent observations of DOC and ocean
microbiome characteristics (e.g., Moran et al., 2016). Key factors
determining ocean health and productivity link to the transport
of organic matter to the ocean interior, deep-water oxygenation
and nutrient pools. Most life in the ocean requires oxygen,
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hence predicting biological response to climate change requires
understanding the nature and causes of oxygen variation (e.g.,
Keeling et al., 2010; Friedrich et al., 2014). Ocean warming-
induced changes in solubility, stratification, ventilation, other
wind-driven local hydrodynamic forces, and respiration drive
global declines in oxygenation, even in the open and deep
ocean (e.g., Stramma et al., 2008; Helm et al., 2011). Assessing
oxygen variability over seasonal to decadal time scales and the
longer-term secular oxygen trends in the deep ocean (Levin,
2018) requires long-term observations e.g., with moored oxygen
sensors and deep Argo floats equipped with oxygen sensors.
New technologies (e.g., optical and Lab-on-a-chip sensors and
biogeochemical Argo floats) offer high resolution nutrient
measurements to resolve deep-ocean nutrient pools and their
dynamics in order to address open ocean productivity and its
changes – including feedback to the biological carbon pump.
In addition, measurement of bioturbation, seafloor fluid and
gas/methane eﬄux at key locations, as well as microplastics could
clarify deep-sea biogeochemical processes, human pressures on
deep sea ecosystems, and the role of the deep sea as a potential
source for greenhouse gases.
Biology and Ecosystems
The GOOS has identified biological and ecosystem EOVs
for implementation in a sustained, global observing system
(Table 2). The many dimensions of biology and ecology and
the associated challenges with the multitude of approaches
for quantitative measurement, sampling, and data management
added significant complexity to this task. Given the complexity of
marine ecosystems and the challenge of selecting key variables,
GOOS used a Driver-Pressure-State-Impact-Response (DPSIR)
model with input from surveys and literature searches to
prioritize variables (Miloslavich et al., 2018). This process also
considered key societal drivers including sustainable use of
natural resources, biodiversity conservation, and knowledge;
environmental quality and threat prevention and mitigation;
capacity building, sustainable economic growth, and ecosystem-
based management; and food security. It also considered the need
to identify which scientific and societal needs require sustained
biological and ecological oceanographic observations, as well as
examining impact and feasibility (Lindstrom et al., 2012).
The GOOS also identified EOVs to assess impacts of major
pressures related to the deep ocean including habitat loss,
climate change, pollution (including debris and litter), solid
waste disposal, ocean acidification, and direct anthropogenic
disturbances, e.g., connected to fishing, hydrocarbon and seafloor
mining industries (Ramirez-Llodra et al., 2011; Ruhl et al., 2011).
Reviewing EOVs indicated GOOS specifications that could be
easily evolved to include a deep-sea context, including hard coral
cover and composition, zooplankton biomass and diversity, fish
abundance and distribution, ocean sound, microbial biomass
and diversity (emerging), and benthic invertebrate abundance
and distribution (emerging). Indeed, the GOOS EOVs now
include most of the DOOS recommendations, either as direct
EOVs, variables derived from existing EOVs (e.g., biodiversity
metrics), or as supporting variables identified in existing
EOV specifications.
The designation of marine protected areas and vulnerable
marine ecosystems that influence fishery operations often invoke
special regulations for deep (cold-water) corals (e.g., Huvenne
et al., 2016), although other forms of living habitat merit
consideration, including sponge grounds (e.g., Konnecker, 2002;
Beazley et al., 2013). Beyond existing EOVs, body size defines
a key feature for ecological understanding and represents
a fundamental macroecological structuring feature, sensu the
Metabolic Theory of Ecology (e.g., Brown et al., 2004). The
utility of body size information in forming budgets of the
stocks and flows of carbon, as well as understanding several
basic physiological dimensions, makes body size a valuable EOV
consideration. EOVs that measure aspects of connectivity of
species between locations also merit consideration. Connectivity
has been identified as a key variable in designing marine protected
area networks and in understanding how areas impacted by
human disturbances might recover (e.g., from seabed mining,
Vanreusel et al., 2016; Durden et al., 2018). The presence of a
particular taxon at specific locations, effectively an existing EOV,
can indicate connectivity. However, information on movement
of individuals (e.g., Block et al., 2011) and genetic variation
adds considerable information on the degree to which different
populations might be connected by various forms of dispersion.
The GOOS and DOOS efforts on EOVs for biology and
ecosystems are informed, in part, by the efforts of GEO
BON. This international network has several regional and
national component projects including the Marine Biodiversity
Observation Network (MBON) projects contributing to the US
Integrated Ocean Observing System (IOOS) or the European
Biodiversity Observation Network. GEO BON efforts have
included the specification of EBVs (Muller-Karger et al., 2018).
Critical to the success of the GOOS EOV concept is the
ability to discover, access, share and analyze these data. For
some disciplines, this is already operational at a mature level,
such as with temperature data being reported through the
Global Telecommunication System and assimilated into weather
forecast models. Biology and ecosystem data sit in a relatively
developmental stage. However, the vision of machine readable
“big data” for biology is being realized for the ocean at a
global level with the maturation of the Darwin Core body
of metadata standards (De Pooter et al., 2017) and their
application in data being made available through globally
important data portals such as the OBIS (Grassle and Stocks,
1999) using ontologies of the World Register of Marine Species
(WoRMS; Horton et al., 2017).
New and Expanded Synergies Among
Stakeholders
To address the breadth of scientific questions and societal needs
that require sustained deep-ocean observing, it will be necessary
to engage a broader suite of practitioners and approaches.
In addition to traditional scientific community operations, a
growing number of organizations, industries, and individual
businesses are now engaged in the collection of relevant deep-
ocean data. A successful global deep-ocean observing system will
need to capture those data, coordinate that nascent network of
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observatories, and help guide its further development. Below
we highlight several opportunities for new and expanded




The offshore energy industry invests considerable resources into
data collection from the deep oceans throughout the life of an
oil field, from exploration to decommissioning. In exploration
this includes high-resolution acoustic (Posamentier and Kolla,
2003) and electromagnetic (Constable and Srnka, 2007) mapping
of oil reservoirs, fields and the surrounding sedimentary
environment to inform subsequent development, the siting
of infrastructure including pipelines, and the identification of
potential geohazards. The industry is also required to collect
environmental baseline data and to carry out environmental
monitoring in order to secure the license to operate. Those data
are used to support the EIA and to ensure continuing appropriate
environmental management. If appropriately archived and
discoverable, these data are of considerable value to deep-ocean
observing and broader scientific interest in the deep-sea floor.
While academic recognition of oil and gas industry
environmental impacts is widespread (Cordes et al., 2016),
the industry collaboration with the academic community is
long-established and, in some areas, very highly developed.
Multi-partner collaborations on both the industry and academic
side have been successful in tackling regional issues (Bett,
2001), but there is clear scope for expansion to basin- and
global-scale efforts. There is genuine mutual benefit in these
collaborations, including improved survey, monitoring, and
observing approaches, increased data value and decreased costs
to individual operators, and ultimately increased spatial and
temporal resolution in our deep-ocean observations (Jones et al.,
2014). A simple but effective ongoing collaboration with global
reach is the Scientific and Environmental ROV Partnership
using Existing iNdustrial Technology (SERPENT) project. This
project operates by accessing unused Remotely Operated Vehicle
(ROV) capacity to acquire deep-ocean data with added value.
To date SERPENT has run over 125 missions to deep-water
locations in Europe, North and South America, Africa and
Australia and generated over 50 peer-reviewed scientific papers
(e.g., Hoving et al., 2013; Higgs et al., 2014; McLean et al., 2017;
Macreadie et al., 2018).
There are numerous examples of other successful short-
term collaborations investigating a range of key questions,
including: extent of anthropogenic impacts (Netto et al., 2010);
recovery from anthropogenic impacts (Jones et al., 2012),
role of infrastructure (Bond et al., 2018); potential impacts
on reef-forming corals (Purser, 2015), and characterization of
local biodiversity (Jamieson et al., 2017). In the deep-ocean
observing context, long-term collaborations are a key focus for
further expansion of these synergies. Early examples include
the pair of Deep-ocean Environmental Long-term Observatory
System (DELOS) seafloor observatories installed in a deep-water
(1400 m) oil field on the Angola Margin in 2009 (Vardaro
et al., 2013), which provides publicly accessible data through
a series of scientific collaborations. DELOS adopts a “control-
impact” long-term monitoring approach, with one observatory
immediately adjacent to oil and gas seabed infrastructure, the
second some 16-km distant. The Lofoten-Vesterålen (LoVe)
cabled seafloor observatory is located on the deep (258 m)
Norwegian Shelf, with plans for subsequent extension to deeper
water (Godø et al., 2014). The LoVe observatory was situated
in an area of strongly “competing” interests: oil and gas
development, fisheries, and biodiversity, a key focus of which
has been reef-forming corals (Osterloff et al., 2016). The data
from the LoVe observatory is made available publicly in real
time. Environmental data associated with oil and gas activities
is typically not regarded as being commercially important and
hence can usually be shared. These two examples of industry
observatories, while focused on specific regions, demonstrate
the potential for such infrastructure to enhance environmental
management and generate data of direct operational use to
industry. Furthermore, such infrastructure may be installed at
modest additional cost to industry if it is done during the
right point in the field development, providing continual high-
resolution data that would otherwise be expensive to obtain.
Installation of deep-water observing nodes at all regional
centers of oil and gas activity could improve survey, monitoring,
and observing approaches, increasing the value and decreasing
the cost of such efforts to industry and increasing spatial and
temporal comparability. Data and samples collected as part of
science-industry collaboration could then be of greater value
to industry, regulators, and academic researchers to address
questions beyond the industrial requirements (e.g., Jones et al.,
2014), for example insights provided into the ecology of deep-sea
organisms (Hoving et al., 2013; Higgs et al., 2014) and enhancing
the social license to operate (Box 3).
Fisheries
Deep-sea habitats provide key feeding grounds, spawning
grounds and nursery grounds (seamounts, cold water coral reefs,
canyons, seeps) for fish increasingly targeted by commercial
fisheries (Watson and Morato, 2013). Fisheries vessels could
offer potential research platforms2, given that fishers offer the
necessary skills and experience to deploy and recover diverse
scientific equipment spanning from specialized cameras on
longlines (Welsford et al., 2014) to sophisticated acoustic systems
that support seabed mapping (Wynn et al., 2014).
Vessel monitoring system (VMS) data can show how
fisheries utilize the deep sea and the status of deep-sea
target species (Bueno-Pardo et al., 2017), however, VMS data
are often confidential. Fishers often resist providing data or
Remote Electronic Monitoring, fearing increased restriction on
operations by regulators (e.g., creation of Marine Protected
Areas). Nonetheless, the many fishery vessels globally could
greatly enhance deep-sea data collection and monitoring, perhaps
through involvement in global VME mapping, documenting fish
distributions, tools to log unusual species (potentially aiding
discovery of new ecosystems), or attaching loggers to fishing gear
to characterize environments (as in Keller et al., 2015). High
2https://www.scotsman.com/news/opinion/it-s-just-a-net-waste-to-ignore-
fishermen-1-3715118
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BOX 3 | Case study – Ocean observing and the social license to operate.
In the late 1990’s NGOs raised concerns about whether offshore energy
companies were being responsible custodians of the deep-ocean
environment, arguing that they could not observe activities in the deep ocean
as they could on land. The oil and gas sector was also concerned that if they
were unable to prove their operations were environmentally sound then they
may lose their license to operate. This led to some oil and gas operators (e.g.
BP DELOS) installing deep-ocean observatories near their operations and
making data publicly available. Twenty-five years later, the oil and gas sector is
again being asked to be more transparent in their operations to be better
corporate citizens with regards to climate change. Observation of both
physical and biological changes by this sector in the deep oceans and their
linkage to increases in greenhouse gases are increasingly seen as necessary
to increase long-term corporate performance by reducing company risks
(asset, environmental, etc.) and financial unknowns (production, operability,
etc.).
Partnerships between scientists and the offshore energy industry are
particularly beneficial for ocean observing owing to the complementary skills
and resources of both groups. Ocean scientists offer knowledge on a broad
range of physical and biological aspects of deep-ocean ecosystems that are
relevant to industry operations but may not typically be available within
industry, while industry offers operational expertise that is essential for
observation in the offshore environment, as well as in-kind resources including
observational platforms (i.e. fixed infrastructure) and transportation (i.e.
vessels) that are typically not feasible for independent scientific investigation
(Gates et al., 2017). Further efficiencies can be generated during ongoing
partnerships through training of offshore personnel in scientific observational
protocols. Such ongoing partnerships and the accelerated knowledge of
marine ecosystems they facilitate are key to sustainable growth in the offshore
energy sector.
value fisheries with resources and observer programs offer a
particularly good opportunity for engagement.
Mining
The deep ocean contains massive reserves of commercially
important minerals, particularly metals (Miller et al., 2018).
Currently most of these resources remain untapped. However,
exploration activities and commercial interest is increasing. Areas
of mining interest occur around the world for a range of
resources, including in remote areas and abyssal depths. These
resources include polymetallic nodules, typically found on abyssal
plains; seafloor massive sulfides, created by hydrothermal activity
at mid-ocean ridges and back-arc basins; and cobalt-rich crusts,
which occur in highest densities on seamounts (Levin et al., 2016;
Cuyvers et al., 2018).
The mining industry is expanding, and deep-sea contractors
are currently in the exploration phase. Deep-ocean data on a
wide variety of parameters are necessary for establishing the
commercial and social viability of projects. Baseline data on the
biological, physical and chemical environment are required for
management and to secure the permits for mining activities
(Durden et al., 2018).
As the impacts of mining activities in the deep ocean
are expected to be extensive in space and time (Jones
et al., 2017), evaluations of impact and recovery from
experiments and early mining activities are also critical to
inform management and set the policy framework for future
exploitation activities. This is particularly critical in the case
of mining activities beyond national jurisdiction, where the
International Seabed Authority has a remit under the UN
Convention on the Law of the Sea to prevent serious harm to
the marine environment (UNCLOS, 1982). As a potentially global
industry in its infancy, with internationally coherent regulations,
environmental measurements associated with environmental
management of deep-sea mining offers great potential to increase
the frequency and extent of deep-ocean observations to the
benefit of both the mining industry and deep-ocean science. The
ISA is already taking action to harmonize the data provided
by its contractors as part of exploration activities to enhance
the amount of regional deep-ocean data available. As mining
companies move to exploitation, have greater presence in the
deep ocean, and begin monitoring activities, the data collected
will increase in volume. At present, most data are obtained from
individual shipboard expeditions or regular cruise programs.
Some physical oceanographic data have been obtained by
moorings, put in place for up to 3 years (Aleynik et al., 2017).
As yet, the only truly multidisciplinary, deep-water seafloor
observatories in areas of potential mining interest are on the mid-
Atlantic ridge (e.g., the MoMAR observatory at Lucky Strike;
Ballu et al., 2008). Furthermore, long-term seafloor or water
column observatories and integrated multi-stakeholder cruise
programs would result in improvements in the temporal and
spatial extent of ocean observations.
In the context of exploration activities, strong bilateral
partnerships exist between specific contractors and scientific
institutions. Actions that might promote cooperation on a
broader level, e.g., as part of international academic-industry
partnerships, as described above for the energy industry, could
involve the creation of multi-stakeholder regional working
groups focused on areas that have been targeted for mining
like the Clarion Clipperton Fracture Zone, mid-Atlantic or
Southwest Indian Ridges or West Pacific seamounts. These could
work through existing networks (e.g., DOOS or DOSI, ISA
or World Ocean Council) to coordinate among the different
stakeholders or integrate sustained academic observing network
efforts (e.g., Argo floats, including Deep and BCG Argo, Go
SHIP, OceanSITES, GeoTRACES, and/or TPOS 2020) with
industrial observing programs and environmental monitoring
needs, possibly as demonstration projects or observatories.
A better integration with large-scale marine scientific networks
would add credibility to industry and its activities. It may
also facilitate integration among different contractors to allow
for ecosystem observations beyond claim areas, as they are
urgently needed for environmental assessment and management
at the relevant scales (e.g., in the context of Regional Strategic
Environment Assessment and Regional EMPs).
Ships at sea
Many types of commercial vessels can be used as “ships of
opportunity” to provide additional platforms for oceanographic
observation. This approach has a very long history that can
be traced to Robert FitzRoy, captain of HMS Beagle during
Charles Darwin’s voyages, who would later found the forerunner
of the UK Meteorological Office by organizing the collection of
weather data at sea, and the provision of standard instruments to
those vessels (Mellersh, 1968). In the upper ocean, the longest-
running effort is the Continuous Plankton Recorder (CPR)
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Survey3. Since its first deployment in 1931 by its inventor Sir
Alister Hardy, it has covered over 6.5 million nautical miles
(12 × 106 km). Standardized vessel-mounted instrumentation
has proved successful for surface-ocean biogeochemistry data
collection, for example the “Ferrybox” program (Hartman et al.,
2014; Petersen, 2014). The ferry ( = ship of opportunity)
box ( = instrument package) concept may be particularly
valuable in monitoring substances, including pollutants and
contaminants, that are currently difficult or impossible to
detect with self-contained autonomous instruments (see e.g.,
Brumovskı et al., 2016). Surface vessels, however, offer relatively
limited opportunities for deep-ocean observations beyond
bathymetric data, which may nonetheless be significant to
the extent that the International Hydrographic Office has
established a Crowdsourced Bathymetry Working Group4. An
obvious exception is the deep-water fishing fleet (discussed
above), for whom recovery of deep-ocean “samples” is normal
operating procedure.
Submarine cables
The increase in demand for both global connectivity and deep-
ocean data is creating strong synergy between the submarine
telecommunications cables industry and the ocean observing
community. Emerging out of this shared demand is the concept
of “Science Monitoring and Reliable Telecommunication”
(SMART) cables, dual-purpose cables in which scientific
sensors “piggyback” on the undersea cables, allowing them to
generate real-time oceanographic and seismic data in addition
to performing their primary telecommunications mission
(You, 2010). The International Telecommunication Union, the
WMO, and the UNESCO Intergovernmental Oceanographic
Commission (IOC) have formed the Joint Task Force (JTF) to
move this concept forward (ITU/WMO/IOC JTF5). The prospect
is seen to be mutually beneficial to both the industry and the
science partners, and ultimately of significant value to societal
needs not least in relation to climate change, and tsunami and
seismic early warning (Howe and Workshop Participants, 2015).
Exploration and Mapping Communities
Knowing the depth, shape and character of the seafloor is
fundamental for ocean science and has been identified by the
Decade of Ocean Science for Sustainable Development as a major
research and development priority for 2021–2030 (IOC, 2018).
Seafloor bathymetry is a foundational dataset for understanding
ocean circulation, tides, tsunami forecasting, fishing resources,
environmental change, underwater geo-hazards, cable and
pipeline routing, mineral extraction, oil and gas exploration and
development, and infrastructure construction and maintenance.
The ocean exploration community collects bathymetry and other
initial characterization datasets using a routine, systematic or
“mapping” methodology with the objective of making results
publicly available and accessible soon after collection. The current
ocean exploration survey methodology includes multi-beam




assessments of living and non-living marine resources using
conventional midwater acoustics and near-bottom imagery and
sensing. The ocean exploration mapping survey approach plays
a unique role in the discovery and initial characterization of
lesser-known areas of the ocean and particularly the deeper
regions, which are difficult to access. Even after many years
of bathymetric mapping effort, only a small fraction, less than
20 percent, of the world ocean’s seafloor has been mapped
with modern methods, with even less characterized in any
standardized way. Less than 18% of the seafloor has been
directly measured with echo sounders and approximately 8%
with modern multi-beam methods (Mayer et al., 2018; Figure 4).
A coordinated international effort is needed to bring together
existing ocean data sets and identify areas for future exploration
and mapping surveys.
The larger ocean science community, including governments,
industry, and academia recognize the need for ocean mapping
information and are working together on initiatives to collect
new mapping data and to make archived data publicly available
in standardized formats. The General Bathymetric Chart of
the Oceans (GEBCO) Seabed 2030 Project is an example
international effort with the objective of facilitating the complete
mapping of the world ocean by 2030 (Mayer et al., 2018). GEBCO
is an international group of mapping experts developing a range
of bathymetric data sets and data products. It operates under the
joint auspices of the International Hydrographic Organization
(IHO) and UNESCO’s IOC. The project was launched at the UN
Ocean Conference in June 2017 and is aligned with the UN’s
Sustainable Development Goal #14 to conserve and sustainably
use the oceans, seas and marine resources.
The Seabed 2030 Project will apply GOOS concepts and
establish distributed regional data assembly and coordination
centers that will identify existing data from their assigned
regions that are not currently in publicly available databases
and seek to make these data available. They will also develop
protocols for data collection and common tools to assemble
and attribute metadata by regional grids using standardized
techniques. A Global Data Assembly and Coordination Center
(GDACC) will integrate the regional grids into a global grid
and distribute to users world-wide. The GEBCO Seabed 2030
Project will encourage and help coordinate and track new survey
efforts and facilitate the development of new and innovative
technologies to increase the efficiency of seafloor mapping and
help to achieve the ambitious goals of the project.
While the GEBCO effort is significant, it is limited to seafloor
bathymetry. A similar effort is needed that can be expanded to
include a limited set of variables that could be systematically
collected and complement bathymetry to provide an initial
characterization of the deep-sea environment. The revision of
EOVs carried out by DOOS (see above) and community input
during OceanObs’19 will help define those variables for the ocean
exploration community to adopt and provide increased value to
the science community.
Biodiversity and Ecosystem Services
Deep-ocean biodiversity and the services it supports is an
increasing focus of both the conservation community aligned
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FIGURE 4 | World map of currently available hi-resolution bathymetric data. Image reproduced from the GEBCO world map 2014, www.gebco.net.
with sustainable development and an emerging bioprospecting
industry. Deep-ocean biodiversity underpins key support
functions and ecosystem services provided by the deep ocean
(Duffy and Stachowicz, 2006; Snelgrove et al., 2014). Included
among these are the sequestration and burial of carbon, the
remineralization and cycling of nutrients, and the provision
of habitat, nursery grounds, food, and refugia for living
resources (Thurber et al., 2014). Microbial activity contributes
to the generation of oil and gas (Rice and Claypool, 1981),
polymetallic nodules and crusts (Wang and Müller, 2009),
and other potential mineral and energy resources of extractive
interest, although these occur on geologic time scales – much
longer than what is considered sustainable. Many of these
“services” and other natural products can provide a template
for novel biopharmaceuticals, industrial agents, and biomimetic
materials, with a multitude of realized or potential human
benefits (e.g., Blasiak et al., 2018); these are often referred to
as genetic resources (Harden-Davies, 2017). Biodiversity, as
an irreplaceable entity, also has intrinsic or inherent value,
independent of its service to people (Harrington et al., 2010).
A growing mandate for biodiversity observation in the deep
ocean emerges not only from human curiosity, but also from
a desire for sustainability in the face of intensifying or new
human activities that generate disturbance such as bottom
fishing, energy extraction, cable laying, and potentially seabed
mining (Ramirez-Llodra et al., 2011; Mengerink et al., 2014).
These practices, and the negotiation of a new international
biodiversity treaty (Wright et al., 2018), are generating a growing
need for biodiversity baseline and monitoring data to inform
ecosystem-based management, spatial planning and protected
area designation, and impact assessment, both at the national
and international levels (Danovaro et al., 2016). New stakeholders
in deep-ocean biodiversity observation include those entities
mandated to protect the marine environment by UNCLOS
(Table 1, e.g., the ISA, the FAO and RFMOs, the International
Maritime Organization, and the Convention on Biological
Diversity) as well as industry and civil society. As biodiversity
observations expand in the deep ocean, linkages to the MBON
of the GEO BON and GEO Blue Planet can help develop
the necessary protocols and standards and provide connections
between the EBVs of MBON and biology and ecology EOVs (e.g.,
Muller-Karger et al., 2018).
Reusing and Repurposing Data
Investigators around the world routinely collect, analyze,
and publish data for specific studies or to further scientific
knowledge in areas of interest. Collectively, these data represent
a vast amount of measurements that, more often than not,
could be repurposed. Here we describe two examples of the
integration between different communities (scientific disciplines,
and observation networks, hazard monitoring, offshore industry)
that allow for the innovative use of existing datasets for
applications other than what was originally intended.
Deep-ocean Assessment and Recording of Tsunami (DART)
measurements are routinely made to detect tsunamis in the
deep ocean and serve as the basis for warning coastal
populations at the time of tsunami propagation. These data
represent years, sometimes decades, of consecutive time series
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of highly resolved pressure and temperature in areas of
the deep ocean for which measurements are scarce. Bottom
pressure measurements have been repurposed to validate satellite
altimetry measurements and improve global tide models (Ray,
2013). Measurements made as part of the GRACE in particular,
were instrumental in investigating the main processes that
affect variability of pressure in the deep ocean (Chambers and
Willis, 2010). Initial comparisons of GRACE-derived bottom
pressure (from altimetry) with bottom pressure from the Ocean
Model for Circulation and Tides highlighted sampling interval
shortcomings that in turn led to both improved data analysis and
greater interest in the use of DART bottom pressure sampled
every 15 s. Williams et al. (2015) showed the value of long
duration and stable bottom pressure records for studies of
ocean circulation and ocean mass considerations due to sea
level change. In addition to the use of bottom pressure for
investigations into ocean processes, recent investigations into the
sonification of bottom pressure time series have shown promise
in identifying an earthquake signature in advance of rupture
(McKinney personal communication). This work follows that of
Ballora and Evans (2017) who sonified hurricane data, noting
that “our ears are better at sensing properties that change and
fluctuate” (Ballora and Evans, 2017). Temperature data recorded
by DART systems are being used by investigators for validation
of global models and to identify climate variability signatures
in the deep ocean. The spatial and temporal scales of use of
these data, however, are limited due to a calibration process that
prohibits inter-record comparisons. Another example involves
assimilation and analysis of the Global Navigation Satellite
System (GLONASS) data which are being explored to quantify
seafloor displacement as a new approach to rapid characterization
of a tsunami source.
Underwater video and still images are routinely collected by
ROVs during offshore energy industry operations as part of
site surveys and inspections of infrastructure and are usually
retained indefinitely by operating companies. Although not
intended for scientific research, industry video and images
can be repurposed to provide data on a range of biological,
ecological and oceanographic variables in areas that are
challenging for independent research (Gates et al., 2017).
Industry video and images have already provided information
on the distribution of threatened species (Gass and Roberts,
2006), productivity of offshore ecosystems for commercial fishes
(McLean et al., 2017), and anthropogenic impacts on deep-water
fauna (Jones et al., 2012).
Existing media archives could be used to investigate longer-
term processes occurring in ocean ecosystems. The offshore
energy industry already holds millions of hours of underwater
video, covering decades of offshore operation and spanning
a broad range of ocean environments, from shallow coastal
margins to the deep sea (Macreadie et al., 2018). This collection
could be used to investigate the effects of environmental change
and anthropogenic disturbance on biological communities,
track the spread of invasive species across ocean basins, and
ground-truth oceanographic models, among other applications.
ROV imaging methods could be refined at minimal cost
to provide standardized data on a continual basis, to assist
identification of future changes in vulnerable offshore ecosystems
(Roberts et al., 2006).
Improved partnerships between researchers and the offshore
industries are critical for effective repurposing of data. Industry
collects extensive data on the geology, oceanography, and ecology
of potential operating sites. Access to these data is often limited
by concerns of confidentiality. However, trust developed through
ongoing partnerships can increase data-sharing for mutual
benefit. By partnering with researchers, industry can add value
to data they are required to collect for environmental reporting,
and researchers can gain access to datasets that would otherwise
be challenging to obtain.
INTEGRATING DISCIPLINES THROUGH
DEMONSTRATION PROJECTS
To demonstrate the feasibility of sustained deep-ocean observing,
relevant technologies, and the impact and utilization of
deep-ocean observations, the DOOS proposes a series of
potential region-specific, interdisciplinary projects. These would
demonstrate the end-to-end process of deep-ocean observing,
data processing, and quality control, as well as ensure availability
of data to users with appropriate documentation. Such efforts
would advance well-vetted EOVs, state-of-the-art technological
capacities, and modular dimensions of associated platforms,
projects, and data products. These would provide a template
that could ideally scale from local to quasi-global coverage. We
summarize key features, science questions, societal relevance and
infrastructure for each of these candidate projects (Table 3) and
provide brief, relevant background.
Clarion-Clipperton Zone
The Clarion-Clipperton Zone (CCZ), an abyssal area between
the Clarion and Clipperton fractures, with polymetallic nodule
mining potential in the central eastern Pacific (Lodge et al., 2014),
covers six million km2 at water depths between 3800 and 6000 m.
All seventeen deep-sea mining contractors with exploration
claims in the CCZ must collect and provide physical, chemical
and biological data to the ISA. Although oceanographic moorings
have been deployed there for up to 3 years (Aleynik et al.,
2017), the CCZ lacks any long-term observatory infrastructure.
Many discoveries followed the recently expanded presence
in the CCZ area, from regional faunal patterns (e.g., Amon
et al., 2016; Vanreusel et al., 2016), discovery of new species
(Gooday et al., 2017; Lim et al., 2017), and remarkable microbial
biodiversity (Lindh et al., 2017), to a better understanding of
temporal variation in seabed currents (e.g., Aleynik et al., 2017).
A demonstration project, if well-integrated to ongoing studies by
contractors, e.g., JPI Oceans and others, could feed data into the
current EMP for the CCZ (ISA, 2012), inform all stakeholders
of the environmental setting and contribute to assessing the
consequences of nodule mining.
Azores Archipelago
The Azores volcanic northeast Atlantic archipelago sits above a
tectonically active triple plate junction, surrounded by abyssal
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TABLE 3 | Summary of possible demonstration projects, questions, advantages and assets.
Location Key Questions Strategic Advantages Existing Assets
Clarion-Clipperton Effects of seabed mining on deep-sea fauna and functions Significant baseline data
collected by industry and
academics; some observations
over long time periods
Industry moorings; regular
baseline assessment cruises as
part of industry activity
Azores Archipelago Evaluate ocean change in relation to climate and AMOC patterns;
integrated characterization of deep-sea communities and ecosystems
subject to fishing and potential mining
Easy access and well
positioned to link to other
Atlantic observing activities
Fixed observatories at Lucky
Strike and planned soon for
Condor Seamount with
biogeochemical sensors
Northeast Pacific Operational data to inform hypoxia, event response, tsunamis, fisheries,
and whales; The linkage of vents and seeps to each other and oceanic
processes; shelf-slope exchanges; bentho-pelagic coupling
Shelf, slope, abyss, vents and
seeps are instrumented;
naturally occurring hypoxia
altered by climate change
Many moorings and
instruments are in place over
regional scales at OOI and ONC
Western Pacific Air-sea interaction in the western Pacific; comparative research
between Eastern and Western Pacific circulation and heat exchange;
marine weather and climate forecasts, and ensuring safety
Significant previous effort







Monitoring long-term changes in the deep-sea environment, such as
warming and freshening of abyssal waters, requires data of the highest
possible quality from the ocean trenches
Significant previous scientific
interest; good access, existing
protections
plains with numerous seamounts, deep fracture zones, trenches,
and a considerable extension of the Mid-Atlantic Ridge. It is
located at the northeastern edge of the North Atlantic subtropical
gyre, the Atlantic Meridional Overturning Circulation (AMOC)
influences regional oceanography and Earth’s climate system
(Amorim et al., 2017). Prominent vulnerable marine ecosystems
include deep-sea hydrothermal vents, sponge aggregations,
cold water coral gardens and reefs, and extensive fields of
xenophyophores (Morato et al., 2016). The Azores will host
two fixed-point, well-equipped observatories, with an existing
node at the Lucky Strike hydrothermal vent (Colaço et al.,
2011) and another planned soon for coral gardens on the
Condor seamount. These nodes will monitor the biogeochemical
coupling of the benthos, water column, and atmosphere, and
can provide information on ocean change in relation to climate
and AMOC patterns.
Northeast Pacific: Cascadia Margin to
the Juan de Fuca Ridge
The Cascadia Margin and Juan de Fuca Plate offer existing
infrastructure to support significant opportunities for
technologically advanced interdisciplinary ocean observation
based largely on existing infrastructure. Here, the coupling of
the US NSF Ocean Observatories Initiative (OOI) Cabled Array
and the Ocean Networks Canada (ONC) Neptune observatory
(Barnes et al., 2013; Kelley et al., 2016) provides unprecedented
opportunities for regional in-depth study and decadal time–series
observations of complex oceanographic processes, with a possible
extension to the open-ocean Station Papa site. Collectively, the
submarine cabled observatories span ocean depths from 80 to
2900 m, including approximately 1700 km of high power and
high bandwidth fiber optic cables, 14 subsea terminals, and
more than 30 secondary junction boxes at key experimental
sites. This infrastructure provides power and communication to
hundreds of seafloor instruments and state-of-the-art moorings
with instrumented profilers streaming data to shore at the speed
of light. The continuous, real-time, two-way communication
can capture interannual and interdecadal variability, as well
as document, quantify, and respond to NE Pacific transient
events. The observatories also span biogeochemical and physical
environments that include a continental margin strongly
influenced by upwelling and expanding hypoxia (e.g., De Leo
et al., 2017) and acidification (Feely et al., 2008), with widely
contrasting pelagic and benthic physical and biological regimes
(Barth et al., 2007; Belley et al., 2016) and host hundreds of active
methane seep sites (e.g., Xu et al., 2017). A preliminary workshop
in 2018 gathered NE Pacific cabled observatory operators and
the wider deep-sea community to explore linking OOI and ONC
demonstration project opportunities. These projects would build
from existing assets by integrating observations already carried
out by the cabled arrays, adding sensors and instruments to the
installations and carrying out ship-based investigations during
maintenance cruises.
Western Pacific
Over the last 5 years, the Institute of Oceanology, Chinese
Academy of Sciences (IOCAS) has developed a Scientific
Observation Network in the Western Pacific Ocean focused on
a warm region of complex seafloor where variation in the deep-
sea current system affects regional heat fluxes. China’s Western
Pacific Scientific Observation Network, established based on 20
sets of deep-sea subsurface moorings, has successfully acquired
temperature, salinity, and ocean current data from the Western
Pacific for three consecutive years. During the 2016 expedition,
IOCAS achieved “live transmission” of deep-sea data, extending
observations in 2017 to 3000 m water depth. In parallel, the ROV
on the R/V Kexue, with a depth capability of 4500 m, mapped
the seafloor including seamounts, hydrothermal vents, and cold
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seeps. This research has significantly advanced understanding
of the structure, variability, and dynamic mechanism of three-
dimensional circulation in the western Pacific, and for mass
and energy exchanges between the Western Pacific Ocean and
surrounding areas.
Ocean Trenches: Izu-Ogasawara Trench
and Mariana Trench
Monitoring long-term changes in the deep-sea environment,
such as warming and freshening of abyssal waters, requires
data of the highest possible quality from the ocean trenches.
Past hadal observations focused on physical parameters (Taira
et al., 2005; van Haren et al., 2017), and geochemical (Gamo
and Shitashima, 2018) and microbial (Nunoura et al., 2015)
observations. The R/V Kaimei, launched in 2015, has obtained
integrated observations to full ocean depths (nearly 11,000 m)
using a 12,000-m-long synthetic fiber cable with conductivity-
temperature-depth/dissolved oxygen sensors (CTD/O2), water
bottles, and piston or multiple corers for sampling bottom
sediments. The Kaimei Trench Expedition (KATE), conducted
along the Izu-Ogasawara and northern Mariana trenches in
2016/2017, sampled to 9760 m for practical salinity, absolute
salinity, dissolved oxygen, carbonate system parameters, carbon
and oxygen isotopes, and tracers of sedimentary organic and
microbial nitrogen metabolism (Kawagucci et al., 2018). KATE
data will be merged with historical hydrographic data and shared
on the JAMSTEC website. Hadal KATE samples analyzed for
microbial diversity and environmental metagenomics provide a
basis for future integrated biological studies.
DEEP-SEA INSTRUMENTATION AND
OBSERVATION TECHNOLOGY
Platform and Sensor Infrastructure
In very general terms, the essential infrastructure elements
needed to support sensors and their observation include
power, communications, timing, and positioning. Sometimes
all of these elements may co-occur in the form of a ship or
a cable node, providing large bandwidth and power. Smaller
platforms (isolated mooring and surface floats) offer only a
few milliwatts along a time/space trajectory, with intermittent
communications and position. “Platforms” implies point
infrastructure (float, mooring), whereas “observatories” implies
multi-purpose, distributed and cross-platform connections,
e.g., a cabled acoustic network that uses GPS to position
floats and Autonomous Underwater Vehicles (AUVs), and
simultaneously supports sensors such as passive acoustic
monitoring, thermometry, and tomography (Duda et al., 2006;
Howe et al., 2010; Mikhalevsky et al., 2015).
Historically, deep-sea data collection relied on research ships
and survey vessels. Technological advances have increased their
capabilities for methods such as bathymetric mapping of the
deep seabed using modern multibeam echo-sounders. Devices
lowered from ships can sample the water column (e.g., Rosette
water samplers with CTD sensors and other sensors) and biota
(various nets and trawls depending on organism size, e.g.,
Roe and Shale, 1979). The GO-SHIP program conducts fixed
hydrographic transects every 10 years globally (Talley et al., 2016;
Figure 1). A variety of types of corers and grabs can sample
seabed sediments for geology and biology, whereas larger deep-
sea organisms require epi-benthic sledges and trawls, or imaging
with towed camera systems, ROVs or AUVs; the latter tools
are particularly important for imaging and sampling biological
communities and geological features on hard surfaces such as
bedrock. A long-running effort to sample ocean temperature used
XBTs deployed from research and military vessels as well as from
commercial ships under the Volunteer Observing System. With
the advent of Argo floats, the global, broad scale sampling by
XBTs ended. The deployment of XBTs to sample temperature
along repeating tracks by commercial ships has continued, mostly
using T7 XBTs falling to 760 m. Some 16,000 to 20,000 XBTs are
deployed annually6.
Long-term data collection has relied on platforms such
as the OceanSITES moorings that form a global network
(Figure 1) of sensors to measure water column physical and
biogeochemical parameters (e.g., sediment traps to quantify
particle flux to the seabed). Bottom landers deliver sampling
equipment, experiments and sensor packages to the seabed
including long-term time-lapse imaging (Bett et al., 2001) and
baited camera systems to observe scavenging organisms (Janssen
et al., 2000), even in the deepest trenches (Jamieson et al., 2011).
Recently, permanent underwater cabled observatories have
advanced fixed-point ocean observation (Figure 1) by enhancing
their dedicated power and communication capabilities, allowing
for long-term ocean and climatically important environmental
observations, as well as early warning for earthquake and tsunami
mitigation. Substantial innovations are expected through the use
of cabled observatories for oceanography.
Over the last two decades, installation and operation of
undersea cable systems for ocean observing include: the single
node 4728-m deep ALOHA Cabled Observatory (ACO at Station
ALOHA, the site of the Hawaii Ocean Time series); regional scale
systems with multiple nodes over 100 s of kilometers represented
by ONC and the United States OOI Regional Cabled Array
(RCA) and DONET that also functions as a seismic/tsunami
early warning system; and the S-Net system off Japan that is
strictly an operational warning system (5000 km, 200 sensors).
Beyond the many sensors and instruments that a broadband
cabled observatory can support, some can host data-intensive
technologies such as robotics, video, and in situ molecular
measurement techniques. Observatories focused on the seafloor
will offer earth and ocean scientists new opportunities to study
multiple, interrelated processes over time scales from seconds to
decades. These include episodic processes such as sporadic deep-
ocean convection at high latitudes and submarine slides, along
with their resulting biological, chemical and physical changes, as
well as global and long-term changes including warming trends
and ocean acidification (Favali et al., 2015).
A new effort proposes adding environmental sensors to trans-
oceanic commercial telecommunications cable systems (JTF
6https://www.aoml.noaa.gov/phod/goos/xbtscience/faqs.php
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SMART Cables7). Repeaters in these systems every 50–100 km
(e.g., mesoscale resolving along the cable path), can provide
modest power and communications8. Current plans call for OBP
and temperature (both EOVs), with 3-component acceleration,
to monitor ocean circulation and climate as well as tsunamis and
earthquakes. A complete ocean, and earth, observing package
generally must include seismic sensors for tsunami warnings, the
study of the Earth beneath the oceans, and rapid analyses of great
subduction zone earthquakes.
Manned submersibles offer directed observation and sampling
(Moorhouse, 2015), targeting features of particular interest (e.g.,
Normark et al., 1987), to the greatest depths (e.g., Challenger
Deep; Gallo et al., 2015). ROVs, and hybrid ROVs, of differing
size and capability enhance such exploration. Recently, live-
streaming of ROV video feeds has enabled “telepresence” of
experts to enhance the value of the work undertaken at sea
and share deep-sea observations widely (Bell et al., 2016).
Manned submersibles and ROVs have been of great importance
in expanding biological observations and sampling. Interesting
developments on the ROV concept include benthic crawlers,
including those hosted at deep-ocean observatories and operated
via the internet (Doya et al., 2017). As opposed to benthic
lander systems, these moving platforms can address spatial
heterogeneity and gradients at the seafloor. As they are able
to move between observations, they also allow for semi or
non-destructive measurements (e.g., of seafloor respiration with
benthic chambers; Smith et al., 2014) or, once the technique
is available, time series sampling of material from the seafloor
(Brandt et al., 2016). Ideally, crawlers are connected to
underwater nodes of submarine cables (e.g., Purser et al., 2013)
but there are also crawlers that allow for autonomous operation
in other regions of the open ocean.
Recent rapid technological advances have increased the
diversity of ocean observation, driven by a need for greater spatial
and temporal data collection and improved efficiency. Most
notably, autonomous technology has expanded the increased
capability of oceanographic research ships, and vessel-launched
sensors. For example, the autonomous network of around 3500
Lagrangian Argo floats, now deployed throughout the global
ocean, report temperature and salinity profiles from the upper
2000 m (Gould, 2005; Figure 1). Recently developed “Deep
Argo” floats expand the parameters measured and depth range
to 6000 m, while the BCG Argo initiative seeks to extend
observation capacities of autonomous profiling floats to include
biogeochemical and biological variables.
Marine Autonomous Systems (MAS) for ocean observing
include static, fixed-point observatories (Cristini et al., 2016),
and a variety of mobile platforms. Collectively, these systems
extend oceanographic observations to broader spatial and
temporal scales (Rudnick et al., 2004; Hartman et al., 2012)
in oceanography (Rudnick et al., 2004), marine geoscience
(Wynn et al., 2014), habitat mapping (Robert et al., 2016),




and industry (Wynn et al., 2014). Though cost-effective for
long-term and large-scale monitoring programs, comparing
autonomous data with traditional approaches remains a key
challenge (Bean et al., 2017).
Like Argo floats, “submarine gliders” are slow-moving, AUVs
capable of long deployments in the water column (months in
duration). They can cross ocean basins (Glenn et al., 2011)
profiling the water column in a “saw-tooth” pattern for a wide
range of parameters (Suberg et al., 2014) that continue to expand
as manufacturers develop and miniaturize new sensors. Gliders
relay data in near-real-time via satellite communication. As with
floats, these characteristics favor collection of water column
data at long temporal and spatial scales, but their slow speed
confounds spatial and temporal variability. Wave gliders have
recently become available as an alternative autonomously moving
platform that can be used in the open ocean. Wave motion is used
for moving the vehicles and also provides the energy necessary for
measurements, operation control, and communication. Staying
on the ocean surface they cannot host sensors for deep ocean
observation but may serve as communication hubs exchanging
data acoustically with deep-sea installations in the area (e.g.,
moorings and landers) and connecting them to satellite data
transmission. This allows for near-real-time data accessibility
from remote locations and for sending commands to deep-sea
platforms for adaptive observations.
Propeller-driven AUVs include systems differing in levels of
autonomy, navigation, endurance and payload, for high precision
systems for seafloor mapping purposes (multibeam echosounder,
side-scan sonar, sub-bottom profilers) as well as seafloor imaging
of geological and biological features and water column data
collection. Lack of endurance and need for service constrain
AUVs, pointing to needs for underwater docking stations for
power and communications, likely supported by cable systems.
Collaborative research networks maximize effectiveness of
observing systems. For example, ONC’s large ocean observatory
network delivers a wide variety of inter-related science services
and data products including geo-hazard, oceanographic data,
ecosystems and policy support (Heesemann et al., 2014). In
Europe, the European Multidisciplinary Seafloor and water
column Observatory (EMSO) is working to coordinate ocean
data service (Favali and Beranzoli, 2009). In many ways, this
synthesis aims to provide a vision for the global network,
including deeper observation needs that will contribute to GOOS
in the coming decades.
Sensors and Emerging Technologies
Instrument deployments in the deep ocean face challenges of
accuracy, longevity, pressure resistance, power, communications
and timing, miniaturization, drift correction, and deployment
costs. Relative to ships, cost savings in orders of magnitude can
be achieved by mounting sensors on cabled, autonomous, and
robotic submersibles.
Seismic and acoustic sensor technologies matured decades
ago, and research vessels now routinely deploy digital ocean
bottom seismometers and hydrophones (OBS/H) both in a
campaign mode and connected to real-time cabled observatories.
Advanced seafloor emplacement methods include both buried
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and borehole systems to use these sensors to resolve the physical
structure of the seafloor, lithosphere, and 3D tomography of the
planet, as well as the propagation of acoustic and seismo-acoustic
signals within the seafloor and in the water column. In addition
to their scientific prowess, and in concert with pressure sensors,
real-time seismic systems have a crucial societal role for tsunami
warnings. Intriguingly emerging sensing technology shows the
potential use of optical fibers (perhaps within telecommunication
cables) as acousto/seismic and temperature sensors (Lindsey
et al., 2017; Marra et al., 2018).
Sensors that measure physical variables in the deep-ocean
such as temperature, salinity, and velocity on ships, moorings,
and cabled observatories are relatively mature. Ongoing testing
of miniaturized versions that reduce power requirements and
drift offer promising application in deep floats and gliders and
animal-borne tags. Instrumentation of marine animals with a
variety of sensors that not only report on animal movement
in four dimensions (horizontal, vertical and time) but on the
environment animals are moving within, give insights into
how physical and chemical ocean properties shape animal
communities and behaviors (Hussey et al., 2015). “Animal
oceanographers” have collected vast amounts of CTD data
in remote areas often inaccessible to other sensor platforms
and are enhancing regional ocean models (e.g., polar regions;
Treasure et al., 2017; Silvano et al., 2018). Several groups
are globally aiming for standardized quality control, metadata,
and data sharing of these products (Roquet et al., 2017).
Additional sensors and improvements of animal-borne tags are
continuously developed, such as active and passive acoustics or
imaging (Thomson and Heithaus, 2014; Fregosi et al., 2016), and
miniaturization as well as tag attachment (Shaikh et al., 2019).
Already these efforts are becoming valuable for conservation
policy and management decisions (Hays et al., 2019) and will
prove particularly useful in deep-sea environments.
On a smaller scale, scientists need better and ubiquitous
sampling of mixing and turbulence as well as easier and more
widespread measurement of heat flux between the ocean and the
sea floor. Satellite measurements of sea surface height are mature,
while gravity/bottom pressure are less so. Both are essential for
global coverage and currently lack high temporal and spatial
resolution. A new method for routine in situ calibration (better
than 1 mm/year; Wilcock et al., 2018) promises transformative
improvement in measurement of OBP that will greatly facilitate
the separation of mass and steric/heat content effects on sea level
(Ponte, 2012). Recent work demonstrates the importance of OBP
measurements in resolving meridional overturning circulation
transport, and the possibility of optical clocks that sense changes
in gravity (Hughes et al., 2018). As mentioned in Section “ Ocean
Bottom Pressure,” OBP is in process to become an EOV.
Long-range acoustic “GPS” carried out by an underwater-
array of acoustic transducers can provide accurate, long-term,
high temporal resolution float tracking (velocity EOV), long-
range AUV/glider navigation (including under ice), and acoustic
tomography (temperature EOV) if the platforms are equipped
with acoustic receivers. The same acoustic receivers can carry
out wind and rain measurements and monitor marine mammals
and “soundscapes” (ocean sound EOV). Cabled (ATOC) and
moored scenarios have used this mature technology for decades,
with no significant impact on marine mammals. The high signal
to noise ratio, no calibration, quadratic growth in data with
number of instruments, and sampling at the speed of sound
collectively enable high accuracy and high temporal resolution of
basin-scale heat content.
In contrast to routine ship- and cable-based deployment,
observations of inorganic carbon via alkalinity, pCO2, and
pH on autonomous platforms are currently in the concept
or pilot phase. The analytical methods for inorganic carbon
are well developed along with certified reference materials,
(for DIC and TA) to meet long-term accuracy requirements
(Dickson et al., 2007; Wang et al., 2007). Better-calibrated
measurements of carbonate variables on autonomous platforms
are in development, which will be useful to monitor short-
term variability and seasonality. However, they will likely not be
accurate enough to monitor decadal variation, so the accuracy of
inorganic nutrient measurements requires improvement in order
to quantify changes in the deep ocean. Sensors mounted either on
a CTD package or on autonomous vehicles can measure oxygen
precisely. One key advance has been the ability to reference
oxygen sensors to air, reconfiguring profiling floats and gliders
to a standard whenever the sensor is at the surface (Bushinsky
et al., 2016). Profiling optical tools (e.g., chl-a fluorescence, optical
backscatter, holography, and light-field imaging) can determine
particle type-and size-distributions in time or space (e.g., Briggs
et al., 2011), allowing quantitative inferences on particulate
organic Remineralization Length Scale (RLS; Buesseler and
Boyd, 2009), or the types and sizes of particles associated with
variation in RLS.
Numerous emerging sensors and methodologies support
observations of deep-ocean particle and remineralization
processes. Increasingly reliable particle traps that quantify
vertical particle flux can also add imaging systems to assess
particle sizes and in situ settling velocities or be deployed with
neutrally buoyant drifting platforms. Biological oxygen demand
or remineralization rate observation techniques are quickly
maturing for use across platforms; these are needed to assess
the fate of organic matter at the seafloor (seafloor respiration
is a suggested EOV). Oxygen consumption measurements no
longer require on-board bottle and core incubations but can be
assessed in situ by chamber incubations or by micro-profiler
recordings of porewater oxygen distributions (e.g., Glud, 2008).
Additionally, eddy covariance measurements, an emerging,
non-destructive method, has been used successfully in a range
of environments including the deep sea (e.g., Berg et al., 2009).
All in situ oxygen consumption measurements benefit from the
implementation of optical measurements with oxygen optodes
(Klimant et al., 1995) that show low drift and stirring sensitivity
and are now commercially available in many different sizes and
configurations. Trophic structure of food webs requires assessing
standing stock or biomass distribution across taxa and faunal
size classes. Some taxa and productivity can be assessed through
the monitoring of bio-optical instrumentation, bioluminescence
or by sound collected via passive or active hydro-acoustic
measurements (ocean sound is in the process of becoming an
EOV). Stereoscopic imaging, holography, and light-field cameras
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show promise for quantifying fragile marine snow particles and
important ecological quantities such as gelatinous zooplankton.
The study of natural, stable carbon, nitrogen, and sulfur
isotope signatures (including compound-specific analyses),
isotopic enrichment experiments, lipid biomarkers, gut content
analyses, and the accumulation of pollutants or tracers found
in harvested species or those captured in traps can document
trophic interactions and food-web structure. Adaptation and
tolerance to ecosystem change are commonly assessed through
in situ, shipboard or laboratory experiments, however, logistical
challenges limit this approach.
Challenges associated with observation and sampling limit
diversity baseline and impact studies. Diversity indicators, such
as rare versus abundant species, can help in estimating relative
abundances of organisms, resilience to change, and recovery of
impacted communities. Further research could identify indicator
species that reflect the status and health of different ecosystems
and provide early warning of impending change. Automated
plankton samplers that collect material for later analyses are being
developed and used, e.g., with towed and moored instruments
and shipboard underway sampling systems (e.g., Metfies et al.,
2016; McQuillan and Robidart, 2017).
Genomics (Multi-Omics)
High-throughput technologies such as DNA sequencing
and mass-spectrometry are revolutionizing ecology and
environmental management studies. A very promising approach
is the analysis of eDNA that biota release into the environment
and that allows for observations of biodiversity without the
need to sample the organisms themselves. However, successful
application depends on baseline knowledge of species identity,
and in the case of eDNA, requires information on local versus
exogenous sources and longevity of the DNA signal in the
environment. Combinations of metabarcoding, metagenomics,
metatranscriptomics, metaproteomics, metabolomics, or
epigenomics allow the holistic description of any biomolecular
environment, as shown for marine plankton (Lima-Mendez
et al., 2015), coastal benthos (Beale et al., 2017), single cells
(Lan et al., 2017) or host-symbiont models (Liu et al., 2012;
Clark et al., 2017). Current applications of omics-related
approaches to deep-sea environments focus mainly on diversity
surveys of prokaryotes (e.g., Nunoura et al., 2018), microbial
eukaryotes (Pawlowski et al., 2011; Lejzerowicz et al., 2014)
and metazoan communities (Sinniger et al., 2016). Multi-omics
have also been used to monitor resilience to pollution (e.g.,
Deepwater Horizon oil spill; Mason et al., 2012; Kimes et al.,
2013; Smith et al., 2015), but a lack of reference data impedes
broader applications to deep-sea organismal and community
functional diversity and ecological interactions. Because deep-sea
sediments harbor abundant extracellular DNA (Dell’Anno and
Danovaro, 2005), one out of two sequenced DNA molecules
might belong to long-dead organisms (Corinaldesi et al.,
2018). Given that extracellular or inactive cell population DNA
might saturate high-throughput sequencing data, basic omics
approaches such as metabarcoding and metagenomics may
provide only fragmentary information about active populations.
Moreover, several hours to transport biological material from
abyssal depths to the surface will certainly affect organisms
and bias interpretation. Specifically tailored equipment able
to retrieve undisturbed metatranscriptomic samples has
quantified in situ metabolism of hydrothermal vent species
(Sanders et al., 2013). A Deep-water Environmental Sensor
Processor (D-ESP) was successfully deployed for in situ qPCR
detection of methanotrophic bacterial species (Ussler et al.,
2013), and a recent study improved extraction of nucleic acids
from deep-sea settings (Muto et al., 2017). Other innovative
instruments including microfluidic systems (Macaulay et al.,
2017) could enable multi-omics analyses of deep-sea marine
microbe cells (Robidart et al., 2012). The deep ocean could
benefit from a large-scale metabarcoding, metagenomic, and
transcriptomic census, as has been conducted for marine
plankton (Keeling et al., 2014; Carradec et al., 2018). However,
researchers must couple accumulation of omics data with other
observation and cultivation data (Vilanova and Porcar, 2016) in
order to reconstruct ecological systems and better understand
deep-sea biology.
Imaging Techniques
The utility of optical imaging continues to grow (e.g., Durden
et al., 2016; Morris et al., 2016; Ramondenc et al., 2016; Thornton
et al., 2016). Commercially available systems can now image
objects from tens of µm to cm and larger, e.g., with holographic
or structured light systems (Davies et al., 2015). However,
technologies for in situ plankton imaging, e.g., Lightframe On-
sight Key species Investigation (LOKI, Schulz et al., 2010), flow
cytometry, and automated species recognition technology require
further work to enhance biodiversity assessment. Indeed, the
mosaicing of video and image data now occurs continuously
from m to km scales at landscape and policy-relevant scales.
Many platforms support imaging tools with great promise in
being able to mount imaging systems to long range and long
endurance AUVs that can navigate repeat vertical sections and
seafloor surveys of hundreds of km and hectares.
Without a seafloor background to scale against, sizing objects
in the water column remains challenging. Georeferenced images,
structured light, stereoscopic imaging, holography, light-field,
and flow cytometry cameras show great utility for quantifying
habitats, geologic resources, fragile marine snow particles and
important ecological quantities from gelatinous zooplankton to
fish (e.g., Wynn et al., 2014; Aguzzi et al., 2015; Ramondenc
et al., 2016; Peukert et al., 2018). On the seafloor, imaging
can now readily quantify individuals approximately 1 cm in
size, patches of individuals, how they relate to habitat features,
and how they relate to landscape features (e.g., Morris et al.,
2016; Thornton et al., 2016). Camera systems readily adapt
to deep-sea deployment with appropriate window and housing
depth ratings. Processing techniques can also render images
into 3D data with known photogrammetric error (Kwasnitschka
et al., 2016; Thornton et al., 2016). Supporting navigation
and camera position and geometry data including structured
light, acoustic imaging, or taking advantage of light field
(i.e., plenoptic) or stereo-image data processing collectively
enable this approach. The improvements from imaging type
and photogrammetric approaches allows investigators to extract
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particle biology and ecosystem EOV data from images in
a way that begins to approach the accuracy and precision
of physics and biogeochemistry EOVs. Imaging technology
includes the advantage of imaging many orders of magnitude
more objects than can be sampled otherwise and with little
or no disturbance, such as to fragile marine snow particles.
However, image data typically require context information
such as a regional image guide or catalog of species, or
calibrations of size, weight, and/or biogeochemical composition.
As with omics, optical and acoustic imaging data severely
tax data systems.
Super-Deep Hydrographic Measurements
Shipboard hydrographic measurements conducted at hadal
depths for climate studies require the highest possible quality
measurements because of the low signal-to-noise ratio. In the
past, water sampling in ocean trenches used bottles equipped
with reversing thermometers, or CTD observations obtained
without water samples to correct the CTD data. Today, full–
ocean–depth (11,000 m) reference quality measurements are
possible with modern conductivity-temperature-depth/oxygen
(CTD/O2) sensors and water sampling equipment through the
use of synthetic (polyarylate) fiber coaxial cable (Kawagucci
et al., 2018). Acquiring data of the highest possible quality
requires in situ calibration of CTD/O2 sensors. A deep-ocean
standard thermometer realizes SI traceable measurements with
an uncertainty of 0.7 mK after correction for pressure (Uchida
et al., 2015). Practical salinity and dissolved oxygen data require
water samples to calibrate sensors in situ. In the Mariana Trench,
for example, a salinity profile obtained with in situ calibration
is reasonably homogeneous (unpublished data, D. Yanagimoto
personal communication), whereas without calibration salinity
artifactually increases in the bottom layer. Previous comparisons
report a similar artifact (Taira et al., 2005; van Haren et al., 2017).
Rotation and related motion of the CTD package on its
cable also affect CTD data quality (Uchida et al., 2015). Used
together, an underwater slip-ring swivel, a stabilizing fin, and
a traction winch to compensate for the ship’s motion enable
efficient and safe acquisition of high-quality CTD data (Uchida
et al., 2018), although pressure hysteresis of the CTD sensors
(temperature, conductivity, and oxygen) must be considered.
However, even the highest quality salinity measurements are
not adequate for climate studies in ocean trenches. For
example, long-term salinity changes in the North Pacific deep
ocean due to temperature changes of ∼0.0001 per decade are
expected from the temperature-salinity relationship, whereas
CTD salinity measurements resolve 0.0004 (0.002 for a laboratory
salinometer). Ambiguity of the certified salinity value (±0.001)
of standard seawater used to calibrate laboratory salinometers
adds another problem (Kawano et al., 2006). An optical
interferometric salinometer currently in development uses high-
precision refractive index measurements to resolve absolute
salinity to better than 0.0002. However, even the state-of-the-
art optical interferometric salinometer must be calibrated against
standard seawater, which itself requires certification of absolute
salinity so that it can be used as reference material for absolute
salinity measurements (Uchida et al., 2011).
DATA DISCOVERY, STANDARDIZATION,
INTEROPERABILITY, AND SYNTHESIS
Addressing the ambitious deep-sea science and management
challenges described above will require an unprecedented level
of data accessibility and integration. The difficult and expensive
nature of deep observation means that data will remain sparse,
and sharing even more critical.
Current Status and Challenges
Results from the Inventory of Deep Ocean Observing (see
Section “Status of Deep-Ocean Observing”) indicate that in many
cases the data being collected by deep-ocean observatories are
being preserved and made freely accessible online to the larger
community. Where exceptions exist, they are largely in smaller
programs that lack long-term funding and informatics expertise,
in one-time sampling projects, or of less mature EOVs where
methods are still evolving.
Despite widespread deep-ocean data availability, challenges
remain. Though efforts toward standardization continue, users
are often working with heterogeneous systems, varied data
formats and access methods, and varied or insufficient metadata.
From large observatories to individual labs, there are multiple
cyberinfrastructure approaches in operation and in development
which work to support data acquisition, storage, processing,
and visualization in a single, distributed system. These range
from simple data servers containing .csv files, to ERDDAP-based
systems9 with a stable, versioned file structure such as the ones
used by the NOAA IOOS10, to compute-on-demand systems like
the one used by the OOI11.
Further, anyone familiar with attempting to locate or convert
data records that exist only in a large collection of mysterious
floppy disks or tape reels is well aware of the problem of
changing data storage and data delivery technology. The era of
“big data” has only accelerated this issue, as more different types
of data are collected, and large-volume data types such as video
are increasing, that require long-term storage in a stable and
accessible format. Future efforts should go into processing of
data on cloud servers, using open-source software packages to
enable interactive and collaborative data discovery, exploration,
and manipulation (e.g., Pangeo12 for big data geosciences
research13), but best practices are yet to be widely developed and
shared for using cloud resources. Finally, discovery of accessible
resources is a substantial challenge. Deep data are served by
a complex patchwork of project-specific websites, institutional
collections, national and international data centers, thematic
data repositories, and journal data appendices. Searching for
data from a particular EOV measurement or region requires
searches in many systems, not all of which are known to
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from multiple source repositories, with unclear provenance to
disambiguate the versions.
Future Steps
To achieve a future where deep observations are fully shared and
able to support broad science and societal needs requires several
components: wide agreement on the need to share data, standards
to achieve consistency and comparability across data sources,
better registries and cross-repository search tools to improve
discoverability, and capacity building for both observatories
capturing data and those using the data.
Open Data Policies
The critical foundation in building an ecosystem of accessible
and usable deep-sea data is agreement among scientists, funding
agencies, publishers, governments, and NGOs that deep ocean
data should be openly and freely shared. The FAIR guiding
principles (Wilkinson et al., 2016) provide a set of widely
endorsed practices to ensure that data, tools, and other
cyberinfrastructure are Findable, Accessible, Interoperable and
Reusable. It does not require specific technologies, as technology
will evolve over time, but rather identifies specific characteristics
to meet, such as implementing persistent identifiers for all data,
having both human-readable and machine-actionable metadata,
and having well-described protocols for both humans and
machines to access the data.
While FAIR is gaining support globally14, and has been
endorsed by both the GOOS and DOOS communities, other
similar and well-crafted position and policy statements exist.
What is important is not which statement is endorsed, but
that the observing community widely adopts a philosophy of
data stewardship that ensures data are secure, widely available,
and documented for usability. As stated by the American
Geophysical Union (2015) “Earth and space sciences data are a
world heritage.”
Standards
In order for data systems to work together today, and
continue to work in the future, there must be community
acceptance of standardized rules for complete, consistent
metadata (e.g., Climate and Forecast (CF), International
Standards Organization (ISO), or Federal Geographic Data
Committee (FGDC) standards) and the use of self-describing
data formats (e.g., NetCDF) to allow synthesis of different types
of data into a single archive. Archiving in national databases (e.g.,
AODN15) allows for both long-term storage and accessibility, but
there is a pressing need for standardized metrics, implementation
of common nomenclature within and across fields, improved
provenance tracking, and the application of real-time quality
control. Some fields and sub-fields have settled on one or two
standards (e.g., IRIS, GenBank, WoRMS, OBIS, etc.), but they
are not all interoperable, and the nomenclature varies widely.
Concerted coordination, and support for the communications




Registries and Coordinated Discovery
To reduce the challenges of finding deep-ocean data, particularly
to non-experts, a concerted effort is needed by the deep
observatory community to converge on a small number of widely
used registries for data discovery, and to support standards
and APIs to allow searches in a central location to query
across multiple repositories. Efforts such as GEOSS Portal16 and
EMODnet17 show the promise of this approach.
To bring all ocean data toward FAIR standards will require
substantial capacity development involving all stakeholders.
Capacity building training programs related to ocean observing
already exist and could offer opportunities to build deep ocean-




Oceans provide goods and services that are imperative to human
survival and well-being. The ocean’s “Blue Economy” is one of
the richest and fastest-growing economies, projected to reach
over USD 3 trillion by 2030, doubling its current value (OECD,
2016). However, climate change and potentially destructive and
unsustainable exploitation of ocean resources put the world’s Blue
Economy at risk. To ensure that the oceans and Blue Economy
are managed efficiently, sustainably, and equitably, it is critical
to develop ocean observing programs to improve understanding
of the oceans and how they are changing. Key elements of
future observing efforts will be community engagement, capacity
building and data management.
Ocean observing offers benefits to all elements of the Blue
Economy. For example, ocean observations using ROV data have
been used to understand the effects of prevailing environmental
conditions (current velocity, biofouling) on oil and gas extraction
activities, ultimately leading to better asset (infrastructure)
management and concomitant cost-savings (Macreadie et al.,
2018). Ocean observation, openly and easily accessible (see
Section “Data Discovery, Standardization, Interoperability, and
Synthesis”) can enhance environmental and social responsibility
and improve EIA effectiveness and efficiency (Vardaro et al., 2013;
Eide and Westad, 2018), which may lead directly to increased
regulator and societal confidence and add to the credibility of blue
industries (Box 3).
Community Engagement
Developing a strategy for deep-ocean observation requires
attracting more students, early career scientists, and the general
public in related science and technology fields. This can be
achieved by engaging them with deep-sea research challenges,
raising awareness of deep-sea exploration and discoveries, and
emphasizing the need to fill gaps in ocean/climate interaction
processes, seafloor geological processes, and deep-ecosystem
functions and dynamics. Citizen science has proven valuable
16http://www.geoportal.org/
17http://www.emodnet.eu/
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for annotations of deep sea-imagery. Live broadcasting of
scientific missions, known as telepresence, (e.g., ROV dives)
or imagery and sound recordings from cabled observatories
(e.g., Neptune Canada18) have provided unprecedented public
access and engagement. There is a need to identify new
engagement opportunities in data management, technology
innovation, and transfer of best practices, emphasizing broad
disciplinary scope and interdisciplinary science. Production of
education materials (books, factsheets, tutorials, e-learning, and
museum installations) can help disseminate scientific advances
to scholars and students. Development of outreach events and
ocean literacy material can attract the attention of school
children and local communities and emphasize the importance
of the deep-ocean contribution to the prosperity and well-
being of humanity.
Capacity Building
Existing capacity building training programs related to ocean
observing can offer opportunities to contribute or build a
dedicated deep-ocean training program under these umbrellas
and can contribute to data coordination. UNESCO/IOC
IODE and WMO Learn Education and Training Programme19
(ETRP) continue to make efforts that facilitate access to a
wide range of training materials. The OceanTeacher Global




simultaneously in multiple locations through the use of video
conferencing technology.
The Joint Technical Commission for Oceanography and
Marine Meteorology (JCOMM) from UNESCO and IOC has
Capacity Development plans to empower developing States
[Least Developed Countries (LDCs) and Small Island Developing
States (SIDS)] by providing expert training on the applications
of ocean observation data for understanding and predicting
regional weather, ocean, and climate. The Partnership for
Observation of the Global Oceans (POGO) acts as a forum
for leaders of major oceanographic institutions to promote
global oceanography, particularly for the implementation of
international and integrated GOOSs, and provides training and
technology transfer to emerging economies to build awareness of
future challenges21. Additional training opportunities are offered
by the GEO, Integrated Marine Biosphere Research (IMBeR),
International Ocean Colour Coordinating Group, and North
Pacific Marine Science Organization. Also “summer schools”
or training workshops are organized by deep-ocean scientific
networks such as INDEEP, DOSI, IODP, and InterRidge.
In addition to dedicated courses, there is a need to more
widely disseminate availability of berth spaces at sea and training
internships on field research, instrumentation development, and
data analysis of relevance to deep-sea observation. Funding
support for early career scientists and qualified technical
personnel from developing countries can be requested from
the POGO-SCOR Visiting Fellowships program22, and the ISA
21http://www.ocean-partners.org/training-education
22http://ocean-partners.org/pogo-scor-fellowship
FIGURE 5 | The key components of a deep-ocean observing strategy designed to promote healthy oceans and a sustainable blue economy.
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Endowment Fund for the InterRidge Student and Postdoctoral
Fellowship Program for collaborative marine scientific research.
Substantial interdisciplinary efforts to develop new capacity to
monitor deep-sea environments and biodiversity are required,
including the sharing of skills and best practices for the use
of existing instrumentation (e.g., robotics, sensors) and for the
development of new equipment.
Summary and Recommendations
A DOOS is conceptualized in Figure 5 and is put forward in the
following recommendations.
1. Agree upon a set of EOVs that will capture current
baseline conditions and future changes in the deep ocean, its
ecosystems, and the services they provide. Work with GOOS
Expert Panels and the scientific community to standardize,
mature and operationalize these EOVs, and advance the
availability, reliability, and longevity of autonomous systems
(sensors and platforms) that can make these measurements.
Emphasize approaches that may be scaled up to provide near-
global coverage.
2. Develop a means to identify new deep-ocean data needed
to address key scientific and societal needs. Develop new
communication tools to inform the science community and
convey deep-ocean observing needs and advances across
disciplines, regions, sectors and jurisdictions. One thoughtful
suggestion is to consider conducting a large-scale, decadal
metabarcoding, metagenomic, and transcriptomic census in
the deep ocean, as has been conducted for marine plankton
(Keeling et al., 2014; Carradec et al., 2018).
3. Expand the deep-ocean observing capabilities and capacity
(a) by engaging corporate citizens (e.g., the energy, fisheries,
seabed mining, cable and shipping industries), the ocean
exploration community, biodiversity interests and the public;
(b) through enhanced vessel servicing activities; and (c) by
reusing and repurposing existing data products. Develop
approaches to incentivize engagement by a broader range of
stakeholders to achieve this.
4. Enhance data FAIR for scientists and non-experts by
converging on a small number of widely used registries
for data discovery, and support standards and APIs to
allow searches in a central location to query across
multiple repositories.
5. Work to integrate deep-ocean observing across disciplines,
share skills and best practices for the use of existing
instrumentation (e.g., robotics, sensors) and for
the development of new equipment (e.g., through
demonstration projects).
6. Create collaborations across the deep components of existing
regional observing networks such as those in the MBON, OOI,
ONC, EMSO 2020, AtlantOS, SOOS, and FRAM and integrate
these with global programs (e.g., ARGO, deep ARGO, BGC
Argo, OceanSITES, GO-SHIP).
7. Build deep-ocean observing capacity by expanding existing
training programs to build “deep-ocean” dedicated training
under these umbrellas, while simultaneously integrating
capacity building seamlessly into existing and future
observing programs.
8. Facilitate use of deep-observing data by a broad range
of stakeholders, particularly in the economic and
international policy sectors, to achieve a healthy ocean and
sustainable blue economy.
9. Engage with the modeling community to (a) better understand
and respond to requirements for verification, validation, and
calibration of models used for prediction; and (b) improve
inverse modeling approaches for optimally extracting and
combining information contained in theoretical foundations,
where available (e.g., equations of motions), and sparsely
sampled observations.
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